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ABSTRACT
This study develops an advanced speed control strategy called “differential variable
speed limit (DVSL)”. DVSL assigns different speed limits for car and truck, and it also
varies speed limits based on traffic conditions. The study tested the impacts of DVSL on
delay and safety for a section of the Gardiner Expressway in Toronto, Canada. In this study
area, recurrent congestion occurs due to a sudden increase in entry traffic volume from an
on-ramp after it is open. Traffic in uncongested and congested periods was simulated using
the VISSIM traffic simulation model. The impacts of the following four different speed
limit strategies on traffic were evaluated: 1) uniform speed limit (USL), 2) differential
speed limit for car and truck (DSL), 3) USL & DSL (U&D) – i.e., USL at low truck
percentage and DSL at high truck percentage, and 4) DVSL. It was found that DVSL
showed the lowest delays for both car and truck among the four speed limit strategies.
DVSL also had the lowest number of truck lane changes but it had higher number of car
lane changes than USL and U&D. This increase in the number of car lane changes rather
created more spacing between vehicles in the right lane upstream of the on-ramp. More
spacing allowed the vehicles from the on-ramp to merge with the mainline traffic more
smoothly. Safety impacts of DVSL were also assessed based on the “Crash Potential Index
(CPI)” which represents the likelihood of rear-end crash between the lead and following
vehicles. The result shows that among the four speed limit strategies, DVSL had the lowest
CPI for car-following-car, car-following-truck and truck-following-car conflicts. This
study demonstrates that DVSL can better control car and truck speeds to reduce delay and
improve safety of car-truck mixed traffic flow on freeways.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Overview
Speed is one of the most important factors affecting the crash risk on highways. In
general, higher speed will lead to a higher number of crashes. Thus, the speed limits have
been posted to regulate the speed of vehicles, usually applied as the uniform speed limit
(USL) to all types of vehicles. However, USL does not consider the differences in driver
behaviour and vehicle performance between cars and trucks.
Trucks usually have bigger size and higher weight than cars. Thus, trucks have a limited
and restricted maneuverability (e.g., lower speed and acceleration/deceleration rate) and
longer stopping distance. Higher truck volume increases the variations in speed due to
difference in speed between cars and trucks and the number of car lane changes for
overtaking slow-moving trucks (Gipps, 1986). Also, large trucks obstruct car drivers’ sight.
These effects are likely to interrupt traffic flow and increase delay.
Also, trucks have higher impacts on other smaller vehicles in truck-involved collisions.
For instance, when a collision occurs between a passenger car and a heavy truck, a car
driver is more likely to be severely injured or fatal than a truck driver due to larger
difference in size and weight between two vehicles. Studies have shown that an increase in
truck percentage in traffic flow can increase the number of crashes (Moridpour et al., 2015).
Due to these limitations, heavy trucks can impose negative impacts on the traffic
performance and safety.
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In fact, truck-related traffic delay and the number of truck-involved crashes will increase
as the number of trucks increased due to the globalization and economic growth over the
last decades. Due to the concern with traffic performance and safety of car-truck mixed
traffic flow, different speed limit strategies have been developed.
For instance, the Differential Speed Limit (DSL) has been applied in several
jurisdictions in Europe and North America. This strategy assigns different speed limits for
cars and trucks on highways, usually lower speed limit for trucks than cars (e.g., 10 to 15
miles/hour lower speed limit). DSL restricts the manoeuvrability of trucks and decreases
their speed to help truck drivers avoid collisions. DSL is usually applied to highways with
4 lanes or more (2 lanes or more in each direction) so that one of the lanes can be designated
as the restricted truck lane which restricts trucks to use only. This strategy helps separate
trucks from cars and thereby decreases the delay for cars. Similarly, the Mandated Speed
Limit (MSL) restricts the speed limit of trucks by installing speed limiters on trucks.
However, DSL and MSL are static (or fixed) speed limits and they always display the same
speed limits regardless of traffic and weather conditions.
On the other hand, the Variable Speed Limit (VSL) is a dynamic speed limit which
varies with traffic and weather conditions. The VSL is more effective in controlling speed
to improve traffic performance and safety in different traffic conditions than DSL and MSL.
In the VSL system, speed limits are displayed via different types of dynamic message signs
(DMS). DMS help drivers identify the upcoming events (e.g., congestion) and reduce their
speeds in advance. The VSL has proven to decrease crash potential (Hellinga and
Mandelzys, 2011) and traffic delay (Hegyi et al., 2005). However, the VSL in the past
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studies displayed the same speed limits for all vehicles without differentiating trucks from
cars.
Thus, there is a need to develop an advanced speed control strategy which integrates
DSL with VSL to reduce delay and improve safety of car-truck mixed traffic flow. This
new speed control strategy is called the “Differential Variable Speed Limit (DVSL)”. The
objectives of this thesis are 1) to understand the differences in behavior between car and
truck drivers under different speed limits, 2) to develop the DVSL strategies which set
different speed limits for car and truck considering the differences in car and truck
movements and different traffic conditions, and 3) to evaluate the impact of the proposed
speed control strategies on delay and safety.
1.2. Organization of Thesis
This thesis is organized into five chapters as follows: Chapter 2 reviews different speed
limit strategies and their effects on traffic performance and safety. Chapter 3 describes the
study area and the proposed DVSL algorithm. Chapter 4 presents and compares the results
of the impacts on delay and safety among different speed limit strategies. Finally, Chapter 5
draws conclusions based on findings, identifies limitations in this study and recommends the
future research.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Speed Control Strategies
Over the past decades, numerous studies have been conducted to develop effective
speed control strategies to improve road safety and traffic operation. The following subchapters review the literature on different speed control strategies and discuss their
limitations.
2.1.1. Differential Speed Limit (DSL)
Differential speed limit (DSL) strategy assigns different speed limits for cars and trucks
on highways - it usually sets lower speed limit for trucks than cars. This strategy has also
been used with lane restriction strategy. In order to measure the impact of DSL on safety
and traffic operation, researchers have collected and used field data or/and simulated data.
For instance, Russo at el. (2015) observed speed characteristics of passenger vehicles,
trucks, and buses at different road sections with USL and DSL in Indiana, Michigan, and
Ohio. The study observed mean speed, 85th percentile speed, and speed variance. Effects
of other factors such as roadway geometry, traffic volumes, and other factors were
controlled. Results of this study show that the standard deviation of speed was higher at
the locations with DSL. However, the mean and 85th percentile speeds were less variable
for passenger cars than trucks and buses in the locations with DSL. Similarly, Garber and
Gadiraju (1989) found that DSL increased speed variance. However, Garber et al. (2003)
found that the speed characteristics were generally unaffected by the type of speed policy.
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Harkey and Mera (1993) compared two types of DSL with USL in 12 different states in
the U.S. The car and truck speed limits were 65 mph and 55 mph (65/55), respectively, for
the first type of DSL, and 65 mph and 60 mph (65/60), respectively, for the second type of
DSL. The USL was 65 mph for both cars and trucks (65/65). They found that mean truck
speed was significantly lower for 65/55 than 65/60 and 65/65. This indicates that higher
difference in speed limits between cars and trucks is more likely to reduce truck speed.
Also, Ghods et al. (2012) found that DSL decreased truck speed and the interaction
between cars. They also found that DSL increased the number of car-truck overtakes but it
reduced the number of car-car overtakes.
Harkey and Mera (1993) concluded that rear-end crashes between cars and trucks are
more likely to be cars striking trucks in DSL, whereas all types of car-truck collisions are
more likely to be trucks striking cars in USL. They also found that the proportion of injury
crashes was lower for DSL than USL. Hamzeie et al. (2017) evaluated the safety impact of
transition from DSL to USL on a non-limited access two-lane highway. They found a
decrease in platooning and lower number of conflicts during overtaking of trucks after the
transition from DSL to USL. This implies that DSL would increase the risk of overtakingrelated crashes which are mostly head-on collisions on two-lane highways. Similarly,
Garber et al. (2006) compared the number of crashes among a sample of six Interstate
highways with different speed limit policies during 1991-2000 as follows: 1) maintained
USL, 2) maintained DSL, 3) changed from USL to DSL and 4) change from DSL to USL.
However, they concluded that speed limit policy (USL or DSL) did not have a significant
effect on crash rate. Neely and Richardson Jr. (2009) also concluded that DSL did not have
significant impacts on crash fatality due to a smaller difference in car and truck speeds than
5

the actual difference in car and truck speed limits. Thus, the safety effectiveness of DSL
depends on car and truck drivers’ compliance with speed limits.
2.1.2. Restricted Truck Lanes
To control car and truck speeds more effectively, cars and trucks need to be separated.
In this regard, one of lanes can be designated as a restricted truck lane which is used for
trucks only. Restricted truck lanes have been an effective strategy for freeways or limited
access highways. Some studies found that the restricted truck lane significantly improved
safety. For instance, Borchardt (2002) found that the restricted truck lane reduced the total
number of crashes by 30% whereas Zeitz (2003) found that it reduced the rate of truckinvolved crashes by 78%. Mwakalonge and Moses (2012) evaluated the truck lane
restriction on non-limited access highways using VISSIM traffic simulation. They
compared three scenarios of restricting trucks to the right, left and middle lane for a 3-lane
4.7-miles section of State Route (SR) 70 in Fort Pierce, Florida. They found that restricting
trucks to the right lane resulted in the highest reduction in travel time and the highest
increase in the average travel speed of passenger cars. On the other hand, restricting trucks
to either left or middle lane caused excessive lane changes, reduced travel speed, and longer
queue length and delay. This might be because trucks (e.g., delivery trucks) were frequently
required to use the right lane to enter the access points or mid-block driveways.
Some studies suggested that using lane restriction for trucks with DSL can improve
safety. For instance, Korkut et al. (2010) found that prohibiting trucks from using the left
lane improved traffic safety of DSL with a truck speed limit of 55 mph and a car speed
limit of 60 mph. Sun et al. (2009) also found that DSL and truck lane restriction are
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expected to reduce total crashes by 13% and truck crashes by 77%. Qi (2009) observed that
DSL with truck lane restriction resulted in much higher speed in the left lane than the right
lane on four-lane (two lanes in each direction) highways in Louisiana. The author also
found that this policy increased the number of trucks on the right lane, which indicates high
compliance rate of truck drivers.
A similar strategy to the restricted truck lanes is truck restriction. This strategy restricts
truck entry to highways during a certain period, usually peak hours. Although this strategy
has proven to decrease delay and improve safety (Al Eisaeia et al., 2016), it is not
considered a speed limit strategy.
2.1.3. Mandated Speed Limit (MSL)
To increase the truck compliance rate, mandated speed limit (MSL) has also been
implemented. Several jurisdictions have implemented MSL using active on-board truck
speed governors or limiters.
Bishop et al. (2008) have extensively reviewed the implications of MSL on safety.
Saccomanno et al. (2009) found that MSL had positive impact on safety based on their
analysis using a microscopic traffic simulation and a surrogate safety measure. However,
they found that MSL did not produce significant safety benefit at high traffic volume and
high truck percentage due to high turbulence of traffic. Hanowski et al. (2012) found that
MSL significantly reduced speed-related truck crashes by approximately 50%. Ghods and
Saccomanno (2016) also found that MSL reduced the average travel speed (ATS) of the
traffic stream. However, MSL slightly increased time-to-collision (TTC), percentage time
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spent following (PTSF), and the total number of overtakes compared to USL. MSL also
reduced the number of car–car overtakes, which positively impacted safety.
2.1.4. Variable Speed Limit (VSL)
Variable speed limit (VSL) is a strategy which assigns different speed limits depending
on the weather and traffic conditions. In a typical VSL system, speed limits are lowered
from normal speed limits when recurrent/non-recurrent traffic congestion and adverse
weather conditions are detected. The reduction in speed limits reduces speed variation,
which improves mobility and safety (Khondaker and Kattan, 2015). Hegyi et al. (2005)
demonstrated that VSL is particularly effective in mitigating the impact of congestion
because it can suppress or eliminate shock waves generated by congestion.
Several factors can affect the effectiveness of VSL. First, the frequency of changes in
VSL affects drivers’ compliance with speed limits. For instance, too frequent changes in
speed limit will confuse drivers and less frequent changes in speed limit will decrease
drivers’ awareness of the changes. FHWA (2012) recommended that VSL should be
displayed for at least 1 minute. However, some studies used the time intervals of 5 minutes
for monitoring traffic conditions and changing VSL (Yu and Abdel-Aty, 2014; Khondaker,
2016). Second, the increment of VSL affect the variation in speed at the fixed location.
Lind (2007) suggested that VSL changes in steps of 10 km/h or 20 km/h. The increment of
VSL also affect the speed variance among adjacent road sections. Texas A&M
Transportation Institute (2015) recommended that the difference in VSL between two
successive road sections be 5-15 mph (8-24 km/h).
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Some studies evaluated the impacts of VSL on traffic and safety of freeways. Allaby et
al. (2007) developed the VSL algorithm which determines speed limits based on volume,
occupancy and average speed at each loop detector station as shown in Figure 2-1. They
tested their VSL algorithm in three different traffic scenarios (peak, off-peak, and nearpeak) using a Paramics traffic simulation model. They found that VSL decreased the crash
potential but increased travel time in the peak scenario. Hasanpour et al. (2017) further
improved the VSL algorithm by Allaby et al. (2007) and showed that their algorithm could
better decrease delay and improve safety.

Figure 2-1. Variable speed limit algorithm
[Source: Allaby et al., 2007]
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Due to the limited road infrastructure (e.g., road sensors and VSL signs), the cooperative
VSL (C-VSL) was also proposed. The C-VSL system transmits the VSL information via
communication between vehicles (V2V) or between vehicles and infrastructure (V2I)
before VSL signs are visible to drivers. This enables the vehicles upstream of congested
area to reduce speed in advance. This also helps drivers receive the VSL information when
VSL signs are not visible in heavy fog conditions. Some studies evaluated the effects of CVSL on traffic. For instance, Grumert et al. (2015) found that C-VSL can smooth traffic
flow and reduce emissions. Wu et al. (2019) and Greguric (2019) also found that C-VSL
can reduce crash potential.
However, only a few studies considered trucks in VSL. In Alabama and South Carolina,
VSL has been implemented such that not only speed limit is reduced, but also trucks are
restricted to use the right lane only when visibility is lower (Federal Highway
Administration, 2012). Zhang and Ioannou (2015) suggested that when truck volume is
high, VSL with lane change control upstream of bottleneck helps avoid capacity drop of
freeway. However, these studies did not consider different speed limits for cars and trucks.
2.1.5. Nighttime Speed Limit
Nighttime speed limit assigns different speed limits for daytime and nighttime. During
the nighttime, visibility is generally poor than daytime, especially in winter season due to
snow. In a broader perspective, night speed limit is also considered as a VSL strategy but
the speed limits only change in a specific time period.
Nighttime speed limit has been adopted in North America, mainly in the U.S., but
recently Texas stopped using this strategy (Shapiro, 2011). Sun (2010) examined the
10

nighttime speed limit on two interstate highways with USL and two rural roads with DSL
in Texas. The USL on the interstate highways were 70 mph during the daytime and 65 mph
during the nighttime for both car and truck. The DSL on the two rural roads were 70 mph
for car and 60 mph for truck during the daytime, and 65 mph for car and 55 mph for truck
during the nighttime. The results show that both cars and trucks did not follow the
nighttime USL compared to the daytime USL and cars were moving at higher speed during
the nighttime. The results also show that truck speed was higher than the truck speed limits
during both daytime and nighttime. There was no significant difference in average truck
speed between the daytime and the nighttime for both USL and DSL.
2.1.6. Lane-based Differential Speed Limit
Lane-based speed limit (LBDSL) assigns different speed limits based on each lane
rather than the type of vehicle. The speed limit usually increases from the right lane to the
left lane, regardless of the type of vehicles on the lane.
Raza and Bham (2018) compared LBDSL with USL for two-lane highways. The USL
was 65 mph in both left and right lanes while the LBDSL was 65 mph for the left lane and
55 mph for the right lane. They found that the percentage of traffic volume on the left lane
was higher for LBDSL compared to USL.
Some studies suggested that LBDSL can improve safety compared to other strategies.
Adresi et al. (2016) compared DSL, USL and LBDSL in a micro-simulation study and they
found that LBSL strategy increased safety by 20% but decreased traffic performance by
16% compared to the other two speed limit strategies. This is because LBSL had a lower
average speed compared to the other strategies. Schick (2003) also reported that LBDSL
11

increased the number of lane changes and variations in speed among different lanes and
produced longer delay.
Some studies integrated LBDSL with VSL strategies. Letter et al. (2015) observed
performance measures for the traditional VSL (i.e., same speed limits for all lanes) and the
lane-based VSL. The impacts of VSL on traffic on an on-ramp and an off-ramp were tested
using the simulation. They found that the lane-based VSL can reduce travel time and traffic
congestion, and increase average travel speed. In particular, the lane-based VSL was more
effective when traffic conditions varied among lanes compared to the traditional VSL. Wu
et al. (2018) also reported that the lane-based VSL can improve efficiency, safety and
emissions compared with static speed limits and the VSL with the same speed limit on all
lanes.
2.2. Car and Truck Drivers’ Compliance with Speed Limits
The impacts of speed limit on mobility and safety depend on driver compliance with
speed limits. Riggins et al. (2016) defined compliance as “the difference between the
displayed speed and the actual measured speed of traffic”.
Some researchers studied car and truck drivers’ compliance with static speed limits
(USL and DSL). Johnson and Murray (2010) found that car and truck drivers complied
with higher posted speed limit than lower posted speed limit in both USL and DSL. Harkey
and Mera (1993) found that both car and truck drivers are more likely to comply with the
speed limits at lower truck speed limit. In particular, Elbassuoni et al. (2015) found that
DSL increased truck drivers’ compliance rate with speed limits. On the other hand, Ghods
and Saccomanno (2016) showed that truck drivers’ compliance rate is expected to be lower
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in DSL than USL. Moreover, Korkut et al. (2010) claimed that the driver compliance with
DSL is closely related to safety. They found that crash rate increases with truck drivers’
violation of truck speed limit, but it decreases with car drivers’ violation of car speed limit.
Savolainen et al. (2014) extensively analyzed car and truck drivers’ compliance rates
with USL and DSL using the field speed data collected from 160 different sites on
highways in States of Michigan, Ohio and Indiana. In these sites, three USL strategies (55
mph (55/55), 65 mph (65/65) and 70 mph (70/70) for both car and truck) and two DSL
strategies (70 mph for car and 60 mph for truck (70/60) and 70 mph for car and 65 mph for
truck (70/65) were used. They found that car drivers’ compliance rates with the car speed
limit were lower (i.e., their 85th percentile speed was much higher than the posted speed
limit) for DSL (70/60 and 70/65) than USL (70/70). However, truck drivers’ compliance
rates with the truck speed limit were higher for USL (70/70) than DSL (70/60 and 70/65).
Some studies focused on drivers’ compliance with VSL. Hellinga and Mandelzys (2011)
found that higher drivers’ compliance with VSL improves safety although it increases
travel time. Habtemichael and de Picado Santos (2013) also showed that drivers’
compliance with VSL has differential impacts on reduction in vehicle conflicts in three
levels of congestion (heavy congestion, light congestion and uncongested condition).
Riggins et al. (2016) found that drivers travelled below the speed limit when advisory VSL
was 30 and 35 mph whereas they travelled above the speed limit when VSL was 40, 45,
and 50 mph in Oregon. They also found that in Germany, drivers’ compliance decreased
as VSL increased. Mekker et al. (2016) and Su and Young (2013) found that the rate of
compliance with VSL was generally higher for truck drivers than car drivers. This is
because truck drivers tend to be more cautious than car drivers and move slower than cars.
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2.3. Impact of Trucks on Traffic Performance and Safety
Past studies found that trucks had significant influence on traffic performance and safety
on freeways. For instance, Zhang et al. (2019) evaluated the impact of truck proportion on
traffic safety using the VISSIM traffic simulation and surrogate safety measures (SSM).
They found that higher truck proportion increased the total number of vehicle conflicts
(time-to-collision (TTC) less than 6 seconds), particularly the number of severe vehicle
conflicts (TTC less than 2 seconds). They also found that average delay increased as truck
proportion increased in the traffic volume under 3,000 veh/hour. They concluded that cartruck interaction increased as truck proportion and traffic volume increased. However,
when truck proportion was greater than 50%, the interaction was reduced and the traffic
flow became stable due to the decrease in number of lane changes.
Similarly, Sarvi (2013) found that the presence of trucks increased the headway and
reduced the capacity and throughput. The study also found that car drivers increased speeds
as a follower when the trucks were present. Offei and Young (2014) found that high truck
percentage increased crash rates for all vehicles and truck only in Wyoming. However,
Yang et al. (2015) suggested that an increase in the proportion of car-following-truck and
truck-following-car in car-truck mixed traffic flow can reduce traffic congestion.
2.4. Limitations
Although DSL can consider the difference in car and truck movements, and VSL can
consider the variation in traffic conditions, there has been a lack of studies on the
integration of DSL and VSL (Khondaker and Kattan, 2015). Thus, it is important to
determine VSL for cars and trucks based on the current truck proportion and level of
congestion, which can be monitored using road sensors or cameras.
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In this regard, different speed limits for car and truck in different traffic conditions or
“Differential Variable Speed Limit (DVSL)” can potentially better control speeds of cartruck mixed traffic flow in congested conditions. Thus, there is a need to develop strategies
of differential variable speed limit (DVSL) and test the impacts of DVSL on mobility and
safety.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

This chapter develops advanced speed control strategies to reduce delay and improve
safety of car-truck mixed traffic flow based on understanding of impact of trucks on traffic
flow, and car and truck driver behavior in different speed limits. This chapter is divided
into four parts. The first part of the chapter describes the study area and the data used in
this study. The second part outlines the VISSIM microscopic traffic simulation model
(PTV AG, 2014) which was used to simulate traffic with different speed limit strategies.
The third part describes the different speed limit strategies used in the study from static
speed limits (USL, DSL) and dynamic speed limits (U&D, DVSL). Lastly, the fourth part
describe the method used to evaluate the safety using the surrogate safety measures (SSM).
3.1. Study Area
To investigate the effects of different speed limit strategies, traffic on a 4.9-km segment
of the 3-lane westbound Gardiner Expressway in Toronto, Canada was simulated using the
VISSIM microscopic traffic simulation model (PTV AG, 2014). A schematic drawing of
the Expressway is shown in Figure 3-1. There are 6 dual loop detector stations on this
freeway section and they are separated by approximately 500 m. In each loop detector
station, 20-second average speed, volume and occupancy in each lane are extracted.
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Figure 3-1. Gardiner Expressway in Toronto, Canada.
The entrance ramp from Jameson Avenue is closed from 3:00 pm to 6:00 pm and reopens at 6:00 pm. Due to this daily routine schedule of ramp closure and re-opening,
congestion always starts to occur in the merge area every day after the ramp re-opens. Thus,
a flow breakdown repeatedly occurs immediately upstream of the ramp at around 6 pm.
The current speed limit of the Expressway is the USL of 90 km/h. The percentage of trucks
on the Expressway in the afternoon peak period is 5-15% according to the City of Toronto
cordon count data (CPC, 2012).
3.2. VISSIM Traffic Simulation
In this study, the VISSIM traffic simulation model was used to simulate the traffic on
the studied freeway segment for a 3-hour period (4:30 pm-7:30 pm) – 1.5 hours before and
after the ramp opens. The model was calibrated based on the observed traffic volume from
loop detectors. Input traffic volumes in the mainline Expressway and on the entrance ramp
were set to 5,962 and 1,219 vehicles/hour, respectively. The driving behavior parameters
which control the car-following model in VISSIM were set to the calibrated values for cars
and trucks in Durrani et al. (2016) as shown in Table 3-1. Zhao and Lee (2018) found that
these driving behavior parameters produced realistic car-following behavior and traffic
conditions on the Gardiner Expressway.
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Table 3-1. Calibrated driving behavior parameters for car-following model in
VISSIM
[Source: Durrani et al. 2016]

Model
parameters
CC0
CC1
CC2
CC3
CC4
CC5
CC6
CC7
CC8
CC9

Unit

Car

Heavy Vehicle

m
s
m
s
m/s
m/s
m/s
m/s2
m/s2
m/s2

4.15
1.5
11.58
-4
-1.65
1.65
11.44
0.09
0.49
0.45

4.69
2.7
14.02
-4.55
-2.07
2.07
11.44
0.1
0.27
0.25

In VISSIM, drivers’ desired speeds in uncongested condition can be specified to
represent their compliance with the posted speed limit. Desired speeds for car and truck
were separately determined based on the observed car and truck speeds in the past studies
as summarized as follows. First, as speed limit decreases, drivers’ compliance rate
generally decreases (Johnson and Murray, 2010; Riggins et al., 2016). Second, truck
drivers are more likely to comply with speed limits (Mekker et al., 2016; Su and Young,
2013). Third, mean and standard deviation of speed are generally lower for trucks than cars
with the same speed limit (Russo et al., 2015). Lastly, standard deviation of speed is
generally higher at higher speed limit for both car and truck (Savolainen et al., 2014).
Similar to the car and truck speed distributions used in Ghods and Saccomanno (2016),
the desired speed distributions are assumed to follow the normal distribution. The mean
and standard deviation of the distributions are shown in Table 3-2 and the distributions are
plotted in Figure 3-2.
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Table 3-2. Desired speed distributions of car and truck
Posted speed limit (km/h)
Car
Mean speed (km/h)
Standard deviation
Range of speed
Truck Mean speed (km/h)
Standard deviation
Range of speed

90
80
70
60
50
40
30
100
90
82
73
64
55
45
5
4.7
4.5
4.3
4.2
4.1
4.0
85-115 75-105 65-95 57-87 48-78 38-68 28-58
85
75
65
55
45
35
25
4.5
4.3
4.1
3.9
3.7
3.6
3.6
70-100 60-90 50-80 40-70 30-60 20-50 10-40

(a) Speed limit = 90 km/h

(b) Speed limit = 80 km/h

(c) Speed limit = 70 km/h

(d) Speed limit = 60 km/h

(e) Speed limit = 50 km/h

(f) Speed limit = 40 km/h

Figure 3-2. Distributions of desired speeds for different speed limits in VISSIM
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(g) Speed limit = 30 km/h

Figure 3-2. Distributions of desired speeds for different speed limits in VISSIM
(Continued)

3.3. Speed Limit Strategies
This study compared the following four different speed limit strategies – 1) USL, 2)
DSL, 3) U&D (USL & DSL) and 4) DVSL as shown in Table 3-3. For DSL and DVSL,
truck speed limits were set to the speed 10 km/h lower than car speed limits because truck
operating speed is lower than car operating speed in DSL (Johnson and Pawar, 2007). In
the U&D strategy, USL is used at low truck percentage and DSL is used at high truck
percentage. For instance, truck percentage is monitored in the loop detectors in different
time intervals and the speed limit strategy changes from USL to DSL when truck
percentage exceeds the pre-specified threshold (i.e., high truck percentage). After DSL
takes effect for a period of time, the speed limit strategy returns to USL when truck
percentage drops below the threshold. In the DVSL, car and truck speed limits vary
depending on traffic conditions.
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Table 3-3. Speed limit strategies
Speed limit
USL
DSL
U&D
DVSL

Car speed limit
90 km/h
90 km/h
90 km/h

Truck speed limit
90 km/h
80 km/h
90 km/h (at low truck percentage)
80 km/h (at high truck percentage)
Variable based on traffic condition (see Section 3.3.1)

3.3.1. Differential Variable Speed Limit (DVSL) algorithm
The proposed DVSL strategy in this study determines car and truck speed limits based
on the following factors: 1) truck percentage, 2) the level of congestion, 3) the speed
upstream of the congested area (bottleneck). First, truck percentage was calculated as the
number of trucks divided by the total number of vehicles that pass through detector station
100, closest station upstream of the on-ramp, in a specific time period. The speed limit sign
for the proposed DVSL is shown in Figure 3-3.

Figure 3-3. Integration of DSL and VSL into DVSL

Second, the level of congestion was determined based on the occupancy and the critical
speed (speed at capacity) at Station 100 since occupancy and speed are good indicators of
congestion level. Occupancy is defined as the percentage of time when the detector is
occupied by a vehicle. Thus, higher occupancy indicates higher level of congestion.
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The occupancy at capacity or the critical occupancy has been used as the threshold
between uncongested and congested traffic conditions. However, it is expected that as truck
percentage increases, the capacity and the critical occupancy will decrease. This is because
trucks occupy more space than cars and truck drivers generally keep a longer time headway
and spacing with the lead vehicle than car drivers (Kong and Guo, 2016; Durrani et al.,
2014). Also, truck drivers tend to be more cautious because it takes longer time to reduce
speed than car drivers. Moreover, car drivers keep a longer time headway and spacing with
the lead truck than the lead car due to the limited visibility behind large trucks (Sarvi, 2013).
On the other hand, truck drivers follow cars closer than car drivers following trucks (Sarvi,
2013). Figure 3-4 compares the spacing between the lead and following vehicles for
different vehicle types.

Figure 3-4. Spacing between the lead and following vehicles for different vehicle
types
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To verify the impact of truck percentage on the capacity, the VISSIM simulation was
run with three different truck percentages (5%, 10% and 15%) and the 5-min. lane-average
volume and occupancy were collected from all detector stations (Stations 70-120) on the
Gardiner Expressway. The volume-occupancy graphs for the three truck percentages are
shown in Figure 3-5. The figure shows that as truck percentage increases, the capacity
decreases.
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5%

10%

15%

Figure 3-5. Observed volume-occupancy relationship for different truck percentages

Based on the observed volume-occupancy relationship in Figure 3-5, hypothetical
volume-occupancy relationships for different truck percentages were developed as shown
in Figure 3-6. The figure shows that the capacity and the critical occupancy are lower for
higher truck percentage.
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At 5% trucks
Uncongested Area
Congested Area
Capacity 5%

Capacity 10%

Capacity 15%

Critical
Critical
Critical
Occ. 15% Occ. 10% Occ. 5%

Figure 3-6. Hypothetical volume-occupancy relationship for different truck
percentages

Third, the speed limit upstream of the congested area was lowered if the congestion was
detected at the downstream detector. This speed limit change ensures that drivers can
gradually reduce speed before they reach the congested area.
Furthermore, it is crucial to distinguish and capture different levels of congestion that
occur in the studied freeway. In this case, the critical speed was used as another factor to
determine the level of congestion. The critical speed is the threshold between the speeds in
congested and uncongested conditions. Figure 3-7 illustrates temporal variation in average
car and truck speeds at the Station 100 for USL. The figure shows that the observed car
and truck average speeds were 95 km/h and 88 km/h, respectively, from 4:30 pm to 6:00
pm and then both average car and truck speeds abruptly dropped after the ramp opened at
6:00 pm.
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Figure 3-7. Average speed for cars and trucks at Station 100

The speed-volume relationship in Figure 3-8 shows that the critical speed is
approximately 70 km/h. However, as this critical speed is an estimate, a more conservative
value of 60 km/h (i.e., the speed slightly lower than the estimated critical speed) was used
as a boundary between mild congestion and severe congestion.

Uncongested
Mild congestion
Severe congestion

Figure 3-8. Observed speed-volume relationship at Station 100
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Critical speed

The DVSL algorithm for the studied section of the Gardiner Expressway is shown in
Figure 3-9. The algorithm considers the difference between car and truck speeds, and
determines different speed limits for cars and trucks when truck percentage is high. The
level of congestion was observed at Station 100 which is closest to the on-ramp, where the
congestion is first detected when the on-ramp is open.
In this study, the threshold value of the truck percentage was set to 10%. Also, the
critical occupancies for low truck percentage (< 10%) and high truck percentage ( 10%)
were set to 25% and 20%, respectively, based on the volume-occupancy relationship shown
in Figure 3-6.

Figure 3-9. DVSL algorithm
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In the first level of the DVSL algorithm, the speed at Station 100 is compared with the
threshold speed of 60 km/h to classify the traffic condition into 1) uncongested condition
or mild congestion and 2) severe congestion. When the speed at Station 100 is higher than
60 km/h, truck percentage at Station 100 was compared with the threshold (i.e., 10%) to
classify truck percentage into low or high truck percentage at the second level.
In the third level of the DVSL algorithm, the occupancy at Station 100 was compared
with the critical occupancy (i.e., 25% for low truck percentage and 20% for high truck
percentage) to classify traffic condition into the uncongested condition and the mild
congestion. In the uncongested condition, the “static” speed limits were implemented –
USL at low truck percentage and DSL at high truck percentage.
In the mild congestion, the speed limit at the road section upstream of Station 100 was
set to the average speed in the section – i.e., the average of two speeds at the upstream and
downstream detector stations in the section. This “dynamic” speed limit strategy was
implemented such that different speed limits were assigned to cars and trucks at high truck
percentage whereas the same speed limit was assigned to cars and trucks at low truck
percentage. Frequency of the speed limit changes was determined based on the impact of
speed limit changes on traffic flow. If speed limits change too frequently, drivers may not
be able to follow the speed limits easily and this will cause a disturbance in the traffic flow.
Similarly, if speed limits change less frequently, speed cannot be effectively controlled
when the congestion forms. Hence this study assumed that speed limits vary every 5-min.,
which is selected as a reasonable time interval between successive speed limit changes.
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When the speed at Station 100 is lower than 60 km/h (i.e., severe congestion), the speed
limits at multiple road sections upstream of Station 100 were coordinated such that the
speed limits are gradually reduced before reaching the congested area. This strategy is
called “spatial coordination”. To evaluate the effect of spatial coordination, two DVSL
strategies with and without spatial coordination were developed. These DVSL strategies
are described in details in the following sections.
3.3.2. DVSL without spatial coordination
In the DVSL without spatial coordination, only the speed limit on the road section
between Stations 80 and 90 was controlled based on the average speed at Stations 80 and
90 in the previous 5-min. interval when the congestion (both mild and severe congestion)
was detected based on the occupancy at Station 100. In this DVSL algorithm, as the name
suggests, spatial coordination is not implemented and the speed is only controlled for one
road section. However, the rest of this algorithm (without spatial coordination) is the same
as the previous DVSL algorithm in Figure 3-9 as shown in Figure 3-10.

Figure 3-10. DVSL without spatial coordination algorithm
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The area near Station 100 was designated as the congested area due to its proximity to
the on-ramp where the congestion forms when it is open. As the queue grows, it is
necessary to control the speed at the road sections upstream of Station 100 as shown in
Figure 3-11.

Figure 3-11. DVSL influenced area and congested area

In this DVSL strategy, car and truck speed limits were set to control the speed to match
the 5-min. average speed at Stations 80 and 90 as shown in Table 3-4. The posted speed
limit for a given range of 5-minute average speed was determined considering the fact that
vehicles generally move at higher speed than the posted speed limit. For instance, if the
speed is within the range of speed of 82-89 km/h, the posted speed limit is set to the speed
slightly lower than this range of speed – i.e., 80 km/h. Since traffic data were imported
every 5-min. interval, speed limits were also in effect and updated in the same time interval.
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Table 3-4. Posted speed limits for different ranges of 5-min. average speed
Truck percentage at Station 100
5-min. average speed at Stations
90 km/h or higher
82-89 km/h
73-81 km/h
72 km/h or lower

< 10% (low)
Car and truck
speed limits
90 km/h
80 km/h
70 km/h
60 km/h

 10% (high)
Car speed
Truck speed
limit
limit
90 km/h
80 km/h
80 km/h
70 km/h
70 km/h
60 km/h
60 km/h
50 km/h

3.3.3. DVSL with spatial coordination
In the DVSL with spatial coordination, the speed limits of all the road sections between
70 and 100 were controlled when the congestion was detected at Station 100 as shown in
Figure 3-12. When the mild congestion occurred (when the speed limit was higher than 60
km/h but the occupancy was higher than the critical occupancy), the speed limit for each
road section was set based on the 5-minute average speed in the section as shown in Table
3-4. The speed limit was posted at the detector station upstream of the road section. For
instance, the speed limit for the road section between Stations 70 and 80 was set based on
the average of speeds at Stations 70 and 80, and the speed limit for the road section between
Stations 80 and 90 was based on the average of speeds at Stations 80 and 90. Thus, this
strategy implements VSL at multiple road sections based on the observed speeds at
different road sections.
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Figure 3-12. DVSL influenced area and congested area in DVSL with spatial
coordination

When the severe congestion occurred (when the speed at Station 100 is lower than 60
km/h), the spatial coordination was implemented to gradually reduce speed limits over
successive road sections. As the severe congestion typically occurred with an abrupt drop
in speed when the ramp opened as shown in Figure 3-7, the lowest speed limit of 30 km/h
was posted at Station 100. Then, to allow gradual deceleration at the road sections upstream
of Station 100, the speed limit was reduced to 60 km/h in the most upstream road section
(between Stations 70 and 80), and 50 km/h in the next upstream road section (between
Stations 80 and 90), etc., as shown in Figure 3-13(a).
Alternatively, these speed limits were reduced differently for trucks considering
differences in speed and deceleration between car and truck. For instance, the truck speed
limit was reduced to 50 km/h in the road section between Stations 70 and 80, and 40 km/h
in the road section (between Stations 80 and 90), etc., as shown in Figure 3-13(b).
Eventually, both car and truck speed limits are reduced to 30 km/h at Station 100. This
spatial coordination of speed limits will lead to less spatial variation in car and truck speeds
as vehicles approach the congested area.
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(a) same speed limits for car and truck

(b) different speed limits for car and truck
Figure 3-13. Spatial coordination of speed limits at multiple road sections
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The DVSL algorithm and the spatial coordination were implemented in VISSIM using
COM interface which controls the speed limits (i.e., desired speed distributions) for cars
and trucks in each road segment. The VISSIM script is shown in Appendix A.
3.4. Evaluation of Safety using Surrogate Safety Measures
To evaluate of the impact of DVSL on safety, surrogate safety measures (SSM) was
calculated using individual vehicle trajectories extracted from the VISSIM simulation. The
SSM predict the probability of collision between two vehicles based on traffic kinematic
variables such as speed, acceleration/deceleration and spacing.
In this regard, crash potential index (CPI) (Cunto & Saccomanno 2008) was used as a
SSM since it can consider differences in vehicles’ deceleration capability and predict the
collision risk for different types of lead and following vehicles. The CPI is defined as the
probability that the following vehicle’s minimum deceleration required to avoid crashes
with the lead vehicle (DRAC) exceeds its maximum available deceleration rate (MADR)
as shown in Eq. 3-1.
CPIi =

1
T

∑N
t=0 Pr(DRACi(t) > MADRi(t)) × ∆t

(3-1)

where DRACi (t) and MADRi(t) are the DRAC and MADR of the vehicle i at time t,
respectively, N is the total number of time intervals, ∆t is the observation time interval and
T is the total observation time period (T = N × ∆t). Higher value of CPI represents higher
chance of collision.
As MADRi(t) varies due to differences in braking system among different vehicles and
variations in surface conditions of the roadway, it was assumed to follow the truncated
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normal distribution (AASHTO 2004; Cunto & Saccomanno 2008; Weng & Meng 2011).
Cunto (2008) reported that averages of MADR for car and truck are 8.45 m/s2 and 5.01
m/s2, respectively, and a standard deviation of MADR for both car and truck is 1.40 m/s2.
The DRAC is calculated using the following equation:
2

(Vi−1 (t)−Vi (t))

DRAC(t) = 2(X

, Vi (t)

i−1 (t)−Xi (t)−Li−1 )

> Vi−1 (t)

(3-2)

where Xi−1 (t) and Xi (t) are the positions of the lead and following vehicles at time t,
respectively, Vi−1 (t) and Vi (t) are the velocities of the lead and following vehicle at time
t, respectively, and Li−1 is the length of the lead vehicle. The DRAC can only be calculated
when the following vehicle’s speed is higher than the lead vehicle’s speed. However, since
this DRAC does not account for driver’s reaction time, the modified DRAC proposed by
Zhao (2018) was used in this study as follows:

DRAC(t) = 2((X

(Vi−1 (t)−Vi (t))

2

, Vi (t) > Vi−1 (t)

i−1 (t)−Xi (t)−Li−1 )−(Vi (t)−Vi−1 (t))×tr )

(3-3)

where tr is the following vehicle driver’s reaction time. The values of tr were assumed
to be the mean reaction times for car and truck drivers of 1.45 s and 0.26 s, respectively,
as observed by Dozza (2013).
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this analysis, USL, DSL, U&D, and DVSL strategies were tested using the VISSIM
simulation and their impacts on traffic performance and safety were compared. In case of
DVSL, the following three speed limit strategies were compared – 1) DVSL without the
spatial coordination (Section 3.3.1), 2) DVSL with the spatial coordination and same speed
limit for car and truck (Figure 3-12(a)), and 3) DVSL with the spatial coordination and
different speed limits for car and truck (Figure 3-12(b)).
4.1. Traffic performance
Total delay of all vehicles, total car delay, total truck delay and average delay per vehicle
were calculated for each simulation run and their averages of 5 simulation runs were
compared among the six speed limit strategies as shown in Table 4-1.
Table 4-1. Comparison of traffic performance among different speed limit strategies
Speed limit
strategy
Car delay (h)
Truck delay (h)
Total delay (h)
Total no. of
vehicles
Average delay
per vehicle (s)
Average speed
(km/h)

USL

DSL

U&D

443.8
57.5
501.2

442.2
48.3
457.8

442.2
57
499.6

DVSL
without
spatial
coord.
432.5
55
487.5

9662

9676

9678

9672

9653

9644

186.7

184.6

185.8

181.4

170.7

169.7

44.3

44.3

44.3

44.6

44.2

44.2

Note: Each value is an average of values in 5 simulation runs.
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DVSL with
spatial coord.
and same
speed limit
409.4
48.3
457.8

DVSL with
spatial coord.
and diff.
speed limits
408.8
45.9
454.7

It was found that all delays were consistently lowest for DVSL with the spatial
coordination and different speed limits for car and truck, followed by DVSL with the
spatial coordination and the same speed limit for car and truck. This is because these DVSL
strategies assign the speed limits closer to the observed speeds and they can also reduce
the variation in speed among different road sections in particularly congested conditions.
Although DVSL with the spatial coordination strategies had lower car and truck delays
than the other speed limit strategies, DVSL without the spatial coordination had a higher
truck and total delays compared to DSL. This indicates that dynamic speed limit without
spatial coordination can rather cause higher variation in speed among different road
sections and thereby increase delay compared to static speed limits. On the other hand,
USL showed the highest delays among all strategies. Due to the lowest delay, only DVSL
with spatial coordination and different speed limits for car and truck will be compared with
USL, DSL and U&D in the subsequent sections.
Figure 4-1 compares the 5-minute average car and truck speeds among the 4 speed limit
strategies. The figure shows that DVSL decreased car and truck speeds more gradually
than the other 3 strategies when the congestion formed upstream of the ramp. This is
indicated by a smoother transition in color from light colors to darker colors at the detector
stations 70, 80, 90 and 100 after 18:00. It is worth noting that this transition is smoother
for truck speed than car speed for DVSL. Also, truck speed was relatively higher in DVSL
and U&D than DSL in the uncongested period as shown in Figure 4-1(b). This is because
DVSL and U&D lowered the truck speed limit only when the truck percentage was higher
than 10% whereas DSL always posted lower speed limit for truck than car.
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Speed
(km/h)

Smoother
speed transition

(a) Car speed
Figure 4-1. Spatio-temporal variations in 5-min. average speed for different speed
limit strategies
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Speed
(km/h)

Consistently
low truck speed

Smoother
speed transition

(b) Truck speed
Figure 4-1. Spatio-temporal variations in 5-min. average speed for different speed
limit strategies (Continued)
When the ramp was open, the average speed at Station 100 abruptly dropped to below
60 km/h (i.e., severe congestion) and the occupancy exceeded the critical occupancy.
However, it was found that there was a transition period from the uncongested condition
to the severe congestion. For instance, Table 4-2 shows that at 6:00-6:05 pm, the average
speed was higher than 60 km/h while the occupancy was higher than the critical occupancy
(20%) at Station 100. In this “mild congestion”, VSL was used based on the average speed
in each road section instead of the spatial coordination as shown in Figure 3-9 and Table
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3-4. This example demonstrates that both VSL and spatial coordination were implemented
in DVSL in this study.
Table 4-2. 5-min. average speed and occupancy at Station 100 before and after the
occurrence of congestion
Time
5:45
5:50
5:55
6:00
6:05
6:10
6:15

Mean
speed
km/h
93.7
93.1
93.3
92.4
75.9
49.3
22.9

Car
speed
km/h
95.3
95.0
94.8
94.2
77.2
50.0
23.2

Truck
speed
km/h
76.5
76.6
77.3
77.0
65.6
41.5
21.0

Total
occ.
%
12.7
12.8
13.2
13.2
21.8
34.6
57.3

Truck
Percentage
%
8.7
10.4
8.6
10.6
10.9
8.9
11.6

Level of
congestion
Uncongested
Uncongested
Uncongested
Uncongested
Mild congestion
Severe congest.
Severe congest.

Speed limit
strategy in
DVSL
USL
DSL
USL
DSL
VSL
Spatial coord.
Spatial coord.

4.2. Number of lane changes
4.2.1. Total number of lane changes
Total number of lane changes was compared among the four speed limit strategies as
shown in Table 4-3.
Table 4-3. Total number of lane changes for different speed limit strategies
Speed limit strategy
USL
DSL
U&D
DVSL

Total
46520
51866
47698
49080

Car
44340
49509
45383
46938

Truck
2180
2357
2315
2142

Note: Each value is an average of values in 5 simulation runs.

It was found that the number of lane changes was higher for the differential speed limit
strategies (DSL/DVSL/U&D) compared to the uniform speed limit (USL). This is
potentially because trucks moved slower to comply with lower speed limits for truck
whereas cars changed lanes more frequently to avoid following slow-moving trucks.
However, DVSL had the lowest number of truck lane changes among the four strategies.
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The result indicates that higher number of lane changes does not necessarily lead to
longer delay. This is potentially because lane changes helped separate cars and trucks,
increased both car and truck speeds, and reduced delay.

4.2.2. Temporal variation in number of lane changes
The variations in number of lane changes over time was also compared among the four
speed limit strategies in all road sections as shown in Figure 4-2. It was found that the total
number of lane changes significantly increased after the congestion started at 6:00 pm for
all four strategies.
In the static speed limit strategies (USL and DSL), the number of lane changes was
significantly higher for DSL than USL in the uncongested condition and the beginning of
congestion period (6:00-6:30 pm) as shown in Figure 4-2(a). This is because lower speed
limit for trucks in DSL increased the difference in speed between cars and trucks (car speed
is higher than truck speed) and increased the number of car lane changes to overtake slowmoving trucks. However, the number of lane changes was similar in both USL and DSL in
the congested condition (6:30-7:30 pm). This is because the speed was low in the congested
condition regardless of speed limit strategies.
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(a) Static speed limits

(b) Dynamic speed limits
Figure 4-2. Temporal variations in number of lane changes
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In the dynamic (U&D and DVSL) speed limit strategies, both strategies had the same
number of lane changes before the congestion started. This is expected because both
strategies used the same speed limit strategies (USL for lower truck percentage and DSL
for higher truck percentage) in the uncongested condition. However, the number for lane
changes was higher for DVSL than U&D after the congestion started. This is because cars
and trucks speed were more restricted by different speed limits at different road sections in
DVSL, which required vehicles to change lanes more frequently to comply with the speed
limits before reaching the bottleneck.
Figure 4-3 illustrates temporal variation in the numbers of inner and outer lane change
in the four speed limit strategies. Inner lane changes denote the lane changes to inner (left)
lanes whereas and outer lane changes denote the lane changes to outer (right) lanes. The
figure shows that in all strategies, the number of inner lane changes was slightly lower than
the number of outer lane changes before the congestion. However, after the congestion, the
number of inner lane change was higher than the number of outer lane change.
The figure also shows that the number of inner lane changes was relatively higher for
DVSL than the other strategies at the start of congestion. Higher number of inner lanes
changes is likely to leave more space in the right lane, which allows the vehicles from the
on-ramp to smoothly merge into the freeway. The temporal variations in the total numbers
of lane changes and the numbers of inner and outer lane changes for car and truck are
shown separately in Appendix B.
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Figure 4-3. Temporal variations in numbers of inner and outer lane change

4.2.3. Number of lane changes by road section
The number of lane changes was also compared among different road sections upstream
of the ramp. From the comparison, the location of high number of lane changes can be
identified and the effects of lane changes on the traffic flow can be analyzed. First, the total
number of lane changes on all road sections upstream of the ramp was calculated for the
four speed limit strategies as shown in Table 4-4. Similar to the number of lane changes
for all road sections (Table 4-3), although DVSL had a high number of lane changes for
cars, it had the lowest number of lane changes for trucks among the four strategies. This
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indicates that an increase in car lane changes and a decrease in truck lane changes upstream
of the on-ramp potentially improved the performance of the traffic flow.
Table 4-4. Total number of lane changes in all road sections upstream of the ramp

USL
DSL
U&D
DVSL

Total
27657
30997
29089
30430

Car
26202
29315
27453
28986

Truck
1455
1681
1636
1444

The numbers of lane changes for cars and trucks were separately calculated for each
road section. The location and name of each road section are shown in Figure 4-4.

Figure 4-4. Road sections of the Gardiner Expressway

Similar to the total number of lane changes for all sections, the number of lane changes
for cars was the highest for DSL in most road sections upstream of the ramp as shown in
Figure 4-5. In contrast, USL had the least number of car lane changes because both cars
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and trucks had the same posted speed limit with a slight difference in average speed and
this reduced the need for lane changes.
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Figure 4-5. Number of lane changes by road section

It is worth noting from Figure 4-5(a) that the number of car lane changes on Section 904 was significantly higher for DVSL than the other strategies. This is because the spatial
coordination of the DVSL algorithm prompted cars to change lanes to comply with lower
speed limits at the location near the congested area.
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The number of lane changes for trucks was higher in most road sections for DSL and
U&D compared to the other two strategies. The truck lane changes had a similar pattern as
the car lane changes in each section for USL, DSL, and U&D, but not for DVSL. It is also
worth noting that although U&D had a similar algorithm as DVSL in the uncongested
condition, it had significantly higher number of truck lane changes than DVSL. This
indicates that DVSL effectively reduced the number of truck lane changes in the congested
condition. Due to this effect, the number of lane changes for trucks was lowest on the most
road sections in DVSL.
Since the sections do not have equal length, average number of lane changes per unit
length was also calculated for each section as shown in Table 4-5. It was found that Section
100-1 had the highest number of lane changes per meter among all the road sections for all
speed limit strategies.
Table 4-5. Average number of lane changes per unit length for each road section
Section

Distance (m)

60-2
70-1
70-2
70-3
80-1
80-2
80-3
80-4
80-5
90-1
90-2
90-3
90-4
100-1
100-2

288
165
63
466
72
272
32
196
29
51
42
62
407
48
131

Number of lane changes per meter
DSL
DSL&USL
DVSL
USL
12.9
11.9
12.4
11.1
11.3
10.8
11.0
9.9
20.7
20.2
19.2
19.5
12.9
12.0
12.1
11.3
21.5
20.6
20.3
19.5
11.6
10.8
11.2
10.3
16.4
15.9
16.2
15.6
11.1
10.2
11.0
9.8
12.7
12.2
14.4
11.4
7.8
7.2
8.3
7.3
10.5
10.9
12.3
9.6
8.3
8.3
9.4
7.6
10.2
9.3
11.2
9.0
40.2
40.8
40.6
40.9
9.0
7.9
8.4
7.7
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4.3. Lane-by-lane spacing and speed
In this section, spacing and speed in each lane were compared among the 5 road sections
(90-2, 90-3, 90-4, 100-1, 100-2 as shown in Figure 4-4) that are upstream and the closest
to the ramp. It was expected that the effects of the speed limit strategies on traffic flow
would be significantly different at these sections particularly in the congested condition.
The average spacing and average speed were separately calculated for the uncongested
period before the ramp opens (4:30-6:00 pm) and the congested period after the ramp opens
(6:00-7:30 pm) for the four speed limit strategies as shown in Table 4-6. It was found that
the average speed during the uncongested period was the highest for USL among the four
strategies. This is expected because USL has higher posted speed limit for trucks than the
other strategies and this would increase the truck speed in the uncongested period. On the
other hand, DSL had the lowest average speed during the uncongested period. This is
because the truck speed limit was always lower than the car speed limit regardless of truck
percentage unlike U&D and DVSL in the uncongested period. DVSL and U&D had a
similar average speed because they are the same strategies in the uncongested period.
Notably, DVSL had the lowest variations in spacing and speed in the congested period
among the four speed limit strategies.
Table 4-6. Average spacing and speed in 5 road sections upstream of on-ramp

Strategy
USL
DSL
U&D
DVSL

Spacing (m)
Uncongested
Congested
period
period
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
67.7
38.3
23.6
17.7
67.0
38.1
23.6
17.9
67.3
38.1
23.8
17.9
67.1
38.1
23.4
16.1
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Speed (km/h)
Uncongested
Congested
period
period
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
96.0
6.3
20.3
18.9
93.8
7.3
20.4
19.1
95.1
7.3
20.7
19.1
95.1
7.3
20.3
16.8

However, it appears that the average speed was similar among the strategies in the
congested period. Thus, the lane-by-lane speeds at each of five road sections were also
compared among the speed limit strategies. It was found that the average spacing and speed
in the right lane on Sections 100-1 and 100-2 which are closer to the on-ramp than the other
3 sections (90-2, 90-3 and 90-4) were highest for DVSL among the four strategies as shown
in Figure 4-6 and Tables 4-7 to 4-10.
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Figure 4-6. Average spacing and speed at the right lane on Sections 100-1 and 100-2
in the congested period
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This shows that DVSL created more space in the right lane on these two road sections
by increasing the number of car lane changes on Section 90-4 immediately upstream of
Sections 100-1 and 100-2 as shown in Figure 4-5(a). More space in the right lane allowed
the vehicles from the on-ramp to merge with the mainline Expressway more easily and
smoothly. Although the average speed variance and spacing variance in the congested
period was similar on all sections for all speed strategies, DVSL had the lowest variance
in average speed and spacing on Section 100-2. This indicates that the increase in spacing
and average speed on Section 100-1 potentially smoothed the flow and decreased variations
in speed and spacing on Section 100-2 in the congested period.

Table 4-7. Lane-by-lane average spacing and speed for USL

Section

Lane

90-2
90-2
90-2
90-3
90-3
90-3
90-4
90-4
90-4
100-1
100-1
100-1
100-2
100-2
100-2

Right
Middle
Left
Right
Middle
Left
Right
Middle
Left
Right
Middle
Left
Right
Middle
Left

Spacing
(uncongested)
(m)
Mean
SD
49.83 16.49
48.87 16.58
51.10 21.34
79.10 50.25
74.38 46.91
74.20 45.66
85.08 49.75
85.49 48.79
84.96 48.87
65.57 43.44
51.41 31.78
70.14 46.33
57.85 33.38
54.96 40.13
83.14 35.81

Spacing
(congested)
(m)
Mean
SD
23.23 13.29
23.52 13.54
23.41 14.58
25.18 18.51
25.49 18.09
25.53 18.67
29.31 21.47
28.16 21.03
28.20 21.36
25.58 13.15
19.82 10.78
23.17 12.49
13.37 21.33
17.76 22.87
21.68 23.87
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Speed
(uncongested)
(km/h)
Mean
SD
94.46
6.32
95.10
6.29
93.85
6.54
95.44
5.93
95.65
5.82
94.80
6.05
97.30
6.21
97.16
6.08
97.13
5.98
97.31
5.77
95.84
6.00
96.17
6.12
97.25
7.57
96.05
7.09
96.73
6.99

Speed
(congested)
(km/h)
Mean
SD
22.36 18.37
23.49 19.87
21.74 18.60
22.86 18.84
24.08 20.34
23.06 19.67
24.00 17.00
23.22 18.27
22.68 18.05
19.90 10.89
17.62 14.00
24.80 14.72
5.55
24.59
11.21 24.78
17.82 25.08

Table 4-8. Lane-by-lane average spacing and speed for DSL

Section

Lane

90-2
90-2
90-2
90-3
90-3
90-3
90-4
90-4
90-4
100-1
100-1
100-1
100-2
100-2
100-2

Right
Middle
Left
Right
Middle
Left
Right
Middle
Left
Right
Middle
Left
Right
Middle
Left

Spacing
(uncongested)
(m)
Mean
SD
50.25 16.45
49.36 16.92
50.77 20.18
76.56 49.70
71.01 45.74
72.54 46.86
82.71 49.55
82.09 49.24
82.33 48.29
66.72 43.85
51.31 31.67
67.36 45.33
62.45 32.43
60.35 38.21
79.74 37.20

Spacing
(congested)
(m)
Mean SD
23.66 14.02
23.72 13.80
23.92 15.64
25.73 19.29
25.41 18.38
25.85 19.38
29.20 21.35
27.99 20.75
27.95 21.29
25.74 13.50
20.07 10.91
22.85 12.76
13.44 21.01
17.41 22.94
21.46 23.53

Speed
(uncongested)
(km/h)
Mean
SD
91.32
7.30
92.69
7.02
91.39
7.35
92.88
7.07
93.50
6.64
92.63
6.90
95.52
7.13
95.14
6.82
94.98
7.11
95.69
6.41
93.49
6.78
93.93
6.99
94.98
8.96
93.80
8.69
94.81
8.31

Speed
(congested)
(km/h)
Mean
SD
23.07
19.23
23.77
20.41
22.81
19.54
23.83
19.64
24.03
20.63
23.44
20.36
24.15
16.84
22.96
18.19
22.18
18.00
19.86
11.07
17.86
13.99
24.01
14.75
5.54
23.98
10.93
24.86
17.55
24.71

Table 4-9. Lane-by-lane average spacing and speed for U&D

Section

Lane

90-2
90-2
90-2
90-3
90-3
90-3
90-4
90-4
90-4
100-1
100-1
100-1
100-2
100-2
100-2

Right
Middle
Left
Right
Middle
Left
Right
Middle
Left
Right
Middle
Left
Right
Middle
Left

Spacing
(uncongested)
(m)
Mean
SD
50.28 16.45
48.19 16.92
51.49 20.18
78.42 49.70
71.59 45.74
74.81 46.86
84.77 49.55
83.46 49.24
83.37 48.29
66.95 43.85
51.30 31.67
68.39 45.33
59.62 32.43
55.61 38.21
81.83 37.20

Spacing
Speed
(congested) (uncongested)
(m)
(km/h)
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
23.83 14.02 92.99 7.30
23.71 13.80 94.10 7.02
24.13 15.64 93.02 7.35
26.01 19.29 94.26 7.07
25.98 18.38 94.75 6.64
25.85 19.38 93.98 6.90
29.32 21.35 96.75 7.13
28.00 20.75 96.27 6.82
28.34 21.29 96.33 7.11
25.81 13.50 96.67 6.41
19.89 10.91 94.90 6.78
23.18 12.76 95.35 6.99
13.36 21.01 96.40 8.96
17.69 22.94 95.41 8.69
21.89 23.53 96.00 8.31
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Speed
(congested)
(km/h)
Mean
SD
23.32
19.23
23.93
20.41
22.86
19.54
23.76
19.64
24.96
20.63
23.68
20.36
24.17
16.84
23.02
18.19
22.98
18.00
20.06
11.07
17.73
13.99
24.94
14.75
5.55
23.98
11.26
24.86
18.06
24.71

Table 4-10. Lane-by-lane average spacing and speed for DVSL

Section

Lane

90-2
90-2
90-2
90-3
90-3
90-3
90-4
90-4
90-4
100-1
100-1
100-1
100-2
100-2
100-2

Right
Middle
Left
Right
Middle
Left
Right
Middle
Left
Right
Middle
Left
Right
Middle
Left

Spacing
(uncongested)
(m)
Mean
SD
49.79 16.45
48.35 16.92
51.45 20.18
77.72 49.70
71.24 45.74
74.46 46.86
83.83 49.55
83.29 49.24
83.24 48.29
66.22 43.85
50.89 31.67
68.35 45.33
60.18 32.43
55.62 38.21
81.38 37.20

Spacing
Speed
(congested) (uncongested)
(m)
(km/h)
Mean SD
Mean
SD
23.59 12.76 92.88 7.30
23.08 12.32 93.96 7.02
23.57 13.68 92.92 7.35
23.92 16.24 94.16 7.07
24.59 16.67 94.64 6.64
24.39 16.55 93.93 6.90
29.20 21.37 96.72 7.13
28.44 21.24 96.24 6.82
28.49 21.14 96.33 7.11
26.96 14.53 96.63 6.41
20.24 11.16 94.91 6.78
23.04 12.50 95.35 6.99
13.55 16.36 96.59 8.96
17.66 17.56 95.36 8.69
20.43 17.70 96.00 8.31

Speed
(congested)
(km/h)
Mean
SD
23.13
16.88
22.80
17.20
22.52
17.22
21.96
16.66
22.92
17.67
22.41
17.63
23.89
15.92
23.26
17.08
22.78
17.00
20.79
11.14
18.51
13.91
24.29
14.17
5.88
19.12
11.70
19.70
17.10
19.87

The U-test was run to test the statistical significance of difference in the average spacing
and speed for the right lane on Sections 100-1 and 100-2 in the congested period between
DVSL and the other strategies as shown in Table 4-11. The result of the test shows that the
average spacing in the right lane on Section 100-1 was statistically different between DVSL
and the other strategies except for U&D at a 95% confidence interval (p-value = 0.211).
On the other hand, the average speed in the right lane on Section 100-1 was statistically
different between DVSL and all the other strategies at a 95% confidence interval (p-value
< 0.05). Both average spacing and speed in the right lane on Section 100-2 were statistically
different between DVSL and all the other strategies at 95% confidence interval. These
results indicate that DVSL significantly increased the average spacing and speed in the
right lane on Sections 100-1 and 100-2 in the congested period.
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Table 4-11. Results of U-test for average spacing and speed in right lane in congested
condition
a) Section 100-1
Strategies for comparison
DVSL vs. DSL
DVSL vs. USL
DVSL vs. U&D
DVSL vs. DSL
DVSL vs. USL
DVSL vs. U&D

Spacing/Speed
Spacing
Spacing
Spacing
Speed
Speed
Speed

Wilcoxon W (× 108)
7.81
7.66
6.69
7.97
7.72
6.58

p-value
< 0.001
< 0.001
0.211
< 0.001
< 0.001
0.012

b) Section 100-2
Strategies for comparison
DVSL vs. DSL
DVSL vs. USL
DVSL vs. U&D
DVSL vs. DSL
DVSL vs. USL
DVSL vs. U&D

Spacing/Speed
Spacing
Spacing
Spacing
Speed
Speed
Speed

Wilcoxon W (× 108)
5.71
5.78
5.67
5.84
5.82
5.88

p-value
0.012
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001

4.4. Crash Potential Index
4.4.1. Average CPI by conflict type
The average CPI was calculated for the four speed limit strategies and three conflict
types classified as the types of lead and following vehicles (Car-Car (car-following-car),
Car-Truck (car-following-truck) and Truck-Car (truck-following-car) as shown in Table 412. The CPI could not be calculated for truck-following-truck due to a small sample size.
The results show that DVSL had the lowest average CPI (i.e., the lowest collision risk) for
all conflict types among the four strategies. This is because DVSL allowed smoother and
gradual speed change for cars and trucks in the congested condition. Also, DVSL induced
higher number of car lane changes upstream of the ramp, reduced the car-truck interactions,
and thereby reduced the average CPI.
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Table 4-12. Average CPI by conflict type
Conflict
type
Car-Car
Car-Truck
Truck-Car

USL
Mean
SD
1.46 108.91
0.54
67.28
7.34 137.78

CPI (× 10-4)
DSL
U&D
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
1.62 113.00 1.59 113.30
0.81
85.82
0.94
88.42
6.26
96.47
6.88 117.53

DVSL
Mean
SD
0.74
77.27
0.52
68.78
4.00
42.29

It is worth noting that USL had the highest average CPI in Truck-Car conflicts among
the four strategies. This indicates that USL is more likely to cause more severe collisions
because Truck-Car collisions are generally more severe due to higher impact of collision
by a heavier following vehicle (truck) on a lighter lead vehicle (car). On the other hand,
DSL had the highest average CPI in Car-Car conflicts among the four strategies. This is
because different speed limits for cars and trucks in DSL increased the number of car lane
changes to overtake slow-moving trucks as shown in Figure 4-5(a). U&D had higher
average CPI for Car-Truck conflicts compared to the other strategies.
The average CPI for Truck-Car conflicts was consistently higher than Car-Car and CarTruck conflicts in all speed limit strategies. This is because trucks have lower maximum
deceleration rate and longer braking distance than cars.
The average CPI for the four speed limit strategies and three conflict types was also
compared between the congested and uncongested periods as shown in Table 4-13. The
results show that USL had the lowest average CPI for all conflict types in the uncongested
period among the four speed limit strategies. This might be due to lower speed difference
between cars and trucks for USL than the other speed limit strategies in the uncongested
period. On the other hand, DVSL had the lowest average CPI and variation in CPI for all
conflict types in the congested period. This demonstrates that DVSL can more effectively
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reduce collision risk when the traffic is congested compared to the other speed limit
strategies.
Table 4-13. Average CPI by conflict type for congested and uncongested periods
CPI (× 10-4)

Vehicle
pair type
Car-Car
Car-Truck
Truck-Car

Period
Unconges.
Congested
Unconges.
Congested
Unconges.
Congested

USL
Mean
SD
0.72 79.39
1.74 118.1
0.50 68.37
0.56 66.27
2.34 25.78
7.84 143.9

DSL
Mean
SD
1.18 100.48
1.73 117.33
1.22 105.41
0.57
68.76
2.92
34.12
6.47
98.95

U&D
Mean
SD
0.84
84.62
1.88 122.46
0.80
86.22
1.02
88.71
2.38
25.85
7.29 122.38

DVSL
Mean
SD
0.84 84.62
0.70 74.17
0.80 86.22
0.38 57.33
2.38 25.85
4.15 42.22

The U-test was performed to test the statistical significance of difference in the average
CPI for different conflict types between DVSL and all the other strategies as shown in
Table 4-14. The result of the test shows that the average CPI for all conflict types was
statistically different between DVSL and other strategies at a 95% confidence interval (pvalue < 0.05). These results indicate that DVSL significantly decreased the collision risk
and improved safety for all types of conflicts.

Table 4-14. Results of U-test for average CPI between DVSL and other strategies in
congested period
Conflict type
Car-Car

Car-Truck

Truck-Car

Strategy
DSL
USL
U&D
DSL
USL
U&D
DSL
USL
U&D

Wilcoxon W (×1011)
5.21
5.70
5.50
4.53
4.16
4.41
5.56
6.29
8.27
54

P-value (× 10-16)
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01

4.4.2. CPI for each spacing interval
Since the CPI does not only depend on the following vehicle’s deceleration capability,
but also the spacing between the lead and following vehicles, the effect of spacing on the
CPI must be controlled to identify the isolated effect of the lead and following vehicle type.
For instance, due to a longer spacing between the following truck and the lead vehicle
(Kong and Guo, 2016; Durrani et al., 2014), the CPI can be inherently lower for trucks than
cars. Thus, CPIs were compared among different conflict types for each of the following
six intervals of spacing – 1) 0-20 m, 2) 20-40 m, 3) 40-60 m, 4) 60-80 m, 5) 80-100 m and
6) longer than 100 m as shown in Table 4-15.
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Table 4-15. Average CPI by conflict type for different spacing intervals
(a) USL
Spacing Interval (m)
0-20
20-40
40-60
60-80
80-100
> 100

Car-Car
283.18
184.41
41.34
6.00
1.07
0.17

CPI (× 10-6)
Car-Truck
264.35
44.98
12.34
0.96
0.20
0.04

Truck-Car
539.24
941.27
1081.25
942.10
695.07
409.36

Car-Car
296.68
203.67
47.63
5.30
0.95
0.16

CPI (× 10-6)
Car-Truck
335.35
103.54
12.61
0.51
0.09
0.03

Truck-Car
445.24
767.05
876.17
839.08
785.03
456.92

Car-Car
310.00
201.80
45.16
6.03
1.06
0.16

CPI (× 10-6)
Car-Truck
455.80
86.42
17.64
1.09
0.15
0.03

Truck-Car
469.80
874.41
1091.18
927.85
707.40
392.20

Car-Car
166.58
68.11
11.34
1.26
0.60
0.09

CPI (× 10-6)
Car-Truck
260.88
49.85
6.44
0.09
0.03
0.02

Truck-Car
298.30
456.85
568.08
570.05
480.96
312.59

(b) DSL
Spacing Interval (m)
0-20
20-40
40-60
60-80
80-100
> 100
(c) U&D
Spacing Interval (m)
0-20
20-40
40-60
60-80
80-100
> 100
(d) DVSL
Spacing Interval (m)
0-20
20-40
40-60
60-80
80-100
> 100
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It was found that mean CPI for Truck-Car was still highest among the three conflict
types for all spacing intervals. This result indicates that trucks have higher collision risk
with the lead car for a given spacing interval. The results also show that DVSL has the
lower average CPI for all conflict types at all spacing intervals compared to all other
strategies, except that USL had a slightly lower CPI than DVSL for Car-Truck conflicts at
20-40 m spacing interval. This demonstrates that DVSL still has the lowest crash risk in
all conflict types even when the effect of spacing is controlled.
Among USL, DSL and U&D, USL had higher average CPI for Truck-Car conflicts than
DSL and U&D in the spacing between 0-40 m. This is because higher posted speed limit
for trucks in USL are likely to increase the speed of trucks which followed cars, which
resulted in higher risk of truck-car collisions. It is interesting to note that DSL had lower
average CPI for Truck-Car conflicts than USL and U&D in the spacing between 0-80 m
but it had higher average CPI in the spacing greater than 80 m. This indicates that DSL had
lower risk of truck-car collisions in shorter spacing but higher risk of truck-car collisions
in longer spacing compared to USL and U&D.
4.4.3. CPI for the three sections upstream of the ramp
The average CPI was also calculated at each road section separately for the four speed
limit strategies and the three conflict types at different spacing intervals. This study mainly
compared the average CPI among the three road sections (90-4, 100-1, 100-2) that are
upstream and closest to the on-ramp. These three sections were selected because the
number of lane changes per unit distance was highest in Section 100-1 among different
sections as shown in Table 4-5, and consequently collision risk is likely to be higher in the
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neighboring area of Section 100-1. The average CPI for the other road sections is shown
in Appendix C.
The average CPI was compared among the four strategies and three conflict types at
different spacing interval at the three road sections as shown in Tables 4-16 to 4-18 and
Figures 4-7 to 4-9. The results show that Section 100-1 had the highest average CPI in most
spacing intervals for the three conflict types regardless of speed limit strategies. On the
other hand, Section 90-4 had relatively lower CPI than Section 100-1 in spite of higher
total number of car lane changes in the section as shown in Figure 4-5(a). This indicates
that higher number of lane changes per unit distance is more likely to increase the collision
risk than the total number of lane changes.
As for Car-Car conflicts, all speed limit strategies had similar CPIs for all spacing
intervals as shown in Figure 4-7. In particular, CPIs were significantly higher in the spacing
between 0-60 m on Section 100-1. This reflects that the collision risk between two cars is
higher in short spacing with high number of lane changes per unit distance.
As for Car-Truck conflicts, DSL had the highest CPI in the spacing between 0-60 m on
Section 100-1 as shown in Figure 4-8. This indicates that the reduced truck speed limits
increased the risk of car-truck collisions in short spacing. On the other hand, USL had the
lowest CPI in the spacing between 0-60 m on Section 100-1. Thus, higher truck speed
limits reduced the risk of car-truck collisions in short spacing. This is intuitive because cars
are less likely to reduce the speed to avoid conflicts
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Table 4-16. Average CPI for Section 90-4 by conflict type for different spacing
intervals
(a) USL
Spacing Interval (m)
0-20
20-40
40-60
60-80
80-100
> 100

Car-Car
762.19
280.83
69.12
14.51
8.11
5740.22

CPI (× 10-7)
Car-Truck
769.47
6.29
19.33
1.87
1.50
0.60

Truck-Car
3621.67
4732.38
5246.41
6644.70
6984.69
24701.89

Car-Car
1000.04
290.62
101.32
26.98
12.04
5.58

CPI (× 10-7)
Car-Truck
374.85
2.46
4.18
0.72
1.04
0.48

Truck-Car
3927.07
4301.21
4471.88
3833.21
5377.98
7348.27

Car-Car
823.44
116.05
81.58
11.35
8.70
3670.96

CPI (× 10-7)
Car-Truck
265.44
1.28
0.35
1.62
0.91
0.69

Truck-Car
3487.03
4321.58
4727.74
5582.86
7460.63
8533.08

Car-Car
380.99
68.34
45.28
3.80
6.58
755.51

CPI (× 10-7)
Car-Truck
381.02
0.03
0.12
1.19
0.62
1.52

Truck-Car
2928.60
3287.14
3483.55
3704.54
5105.98
5959.21

(b) DSL
Spacing Interval (m)
0-20
20-40
40-60
60-80
80-100
> 100
(c) U&D
Spacing Interval (m)
0-20
20-40
40-60
60-80
80-100
> 100
(d) DVSL
Spacing Interval (m)
0-20
20-40
40-60
60-80
80-100
> 100
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Table 4-17. Average CPI for Section 100-1 by conflict type for different spacing
intervals
(a) USL
Spacing Interval (m)
0-20
20-40
40-60
60-80
80-100
> 100

Car-Car
2125.91
15429.80
9202.91
40.53
51.68
24.01

CPI (× 10-7)
Car-Truck
6562.35
14293.73
6773.49
4.59
6.73
1.96

Truck-Car
4232.95
4903.69
14644.29
95240.43
69000.09
79632.22

Car-Car
2217.11
14672.71
11782.35
96.78
129.65
23.88

CPI (× 10-7)
Car-Truck
37590.92
45310.09
14611.99
2.07
6.85
4.11

Truck-Car
3212.84
4144.05
8382.04
35086.70
86386.85
61785.36

Car-Car
3819.77
15294.99
10527.95
60.33
45.20
24.86

CPI (× 10-7)
Car-Truck
23031.02
27448.94
10327.62
0.38
1.14
1.01

Truck-Car
3290.63
10364.91
21298.25
155290.74
98261.16
28246.38

Car-Car
2433.47
15280.94
10175.43
29.85
25.87
24.63

CPI (× 10-7)
Car-Truck
25387.77
26651.15
10110.24
0.36
1.08
1.01

Truck-Car
3385.99
9699.28
24024.79
75222.65
27073.16
22257.80

(b) DSL
Spacing Interval (m)
0-20
20-40
40-60
60-80
80-100
> 100
(c) U&D
Spacing Interval (m)
0-20
20-40
40-60
60-80
80-100
> 100
(d) DVSL
Spacing Interval (m)
0-20
20-40
40-60
60-80
80-100
> 100
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Table 4-18. Average CPI for Section 100-2 by conflict type for different spacing
intervals
(a) USL
Spacing Interval (m)
0-20
20-40
40-60
60-80
80-100
> 100

Car-Car
322.90
31.80
8.70
22.27
8.76
392.88

CPI (× 10-7)
Car-Truck
144.03
33.51
1.07
1.15
0.91
430.71

Truck-Car
3965.99
4086.75
3890.45
6383.87
9138.48
5927.75

Car-Car
145.22
280.90
53.42
7.66
3.77
1.60

CPI (× 10-7)
Car-Truck
184.18
0.07
0.28
0.31
0.44
0.31

Truck-Car
2001.62
3328.04
3403.14
3999.07
8257.20
10448.62

Car-Car
147.84
272.02
24.42
8.32
4.82
420.17

CPI (× 10-7)
Car-Truck
70.70
0.02
0.03
0.10
0.38
1504.04

Truck-Car
4138.69
3502.39
5228.81
4328.43
6483.51
8288.10

Car-Car
179.56
255.73
25.00
8.86
6.51
123.40

CPI (× 10-7)
Car-Truck
187.79
0.02
0.03
0.10
0.39
155.81

Truck-Car
2217.42
3299.53
4395.82
3861.45
8114.42
7889.99

(b) DSL
Spacing Interval (m)
0-20
20-40
40-60
60-80
80-100
> 100
(c) U&D
Spacing Interval (m)
0-20
20-40
40-60
60-80
80-100
> 100
(d) DVSL
Spacing Interval (m)
0-20
20-40
40-60
60-80
80-100
> 100
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Figure 4-7. Comparison of average CPI for Car-Car conflicts in Sections 90-4, 100-1
and 100-2
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Figure 4-8. Comparison of average CPI for Car-Truck conflicts in Sections 90-4,
100-1 and 100-2
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Figure 4-9. Comparison of average CPI for Truck-Car conflicts in Sections 90-4,
100-1 and 100-2

As for Truck-Car conflicts, DVSL had relatively lower CPI in all spacing intervals at
all sections compared to USL, DSL and U&D, except section 100-1 where DSL had lower
CPI in spacing between 40-80 as shown in Figure 4-9. Thus, higher number of car lane
changes in Section 90-4 for DVSL (Figure 4-5(a)) effectively reduced the risk of truck-car
collision, which is the most severe type of collision, in the three sections. Next to DVSL,
DSL also had relatively low average CPI for Truck-Car conflicts in most of the spacing
intervals. This is potentially because DSL also had higher number of car lane changes in
Section 90-4 than USL and U&D as shown in Figure 4-5(a). This shows that higher number
of car lane changes upstream of the on-ramp did not only reduce delay, but also reduced
the risk of truck-car collision.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This study developed and compared advanced speed control strategies to improve safety
and reduce delay of car-truck mixed traffic flow. In this study, differential variable speed
limit (DVSL) which assigns different speed limits for car and truck based on traffic
conditions was developed. DVSL algorithm was designed to control speeds for a typical
freeway section with an on-ramp where the congestion occurs in the merge area due to high
volume of entrance traffic from the ramp.
The proposed DVSL algorithm changes speed limits in real time based on truck
percentage and occupancy immediately upstream of the ramp (bottleneck), and the average
speed of the control section upstream of the ramp. DVSL algorithm helps control the speed
limits of cars and trucks in different levels of congestion. DVSL algorithm also
incorporates spatial coordination of speeds, which controls the speed limits in multiple
successive road sections upstream of the ramp when severe congestion occurs. The spatial
coordination sets different speed limits for car and truck in different road sections upstream
of the on-ramp such that the speed limits gradually decrease in the direction of traffic flow.
This allows smoother transition in speeds of cars and trucks which approach the congested
area. Two DVSL strategies with and without spatial coordination were also developed to
evaluate the effect of spatial coordination.
To investigate the effects of DVSL and different speed limit strategies, traffic was
simulated on a 4.9-km segment of the 3-lane westbound Gardiner Expressway in Toronto,
Canada using the VISSIM microscopic traffic simulation model. In this study area,
recurrent congestion occurs due to a sudden increase in entry traffic volume from an on-
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ramp after it is open at 6:00 pm. Traffic in uncongested and congested periods was
simulated and the impacts of the following four different speed limit strategies on traffic
delay and safety were tested: 1) uniform speed limit (USL), 2) differential speed limit for
car and truck (DSL), 3) USL & DSL (U&D) – i.e., USL at low truck percentage and DSL
at high truck percentage, and 4) DVSL. Delay was evaluated based on the total, car and
truck delay and average delay per vehicle. Safety was evaluated based on a surrogate safety
measure (SSM) called “Crash Potential Index (CPI)” which estimates the probability of
rear-end collision. The CPI was calculated for three conflict types (Car-Car (car-followingcar), Car-Truck (car-following-truck), and Truck-Car (truck-following-car). The main
findings of the study are summarized as follows:
First, both car and truck delays were consistently lowest for DVSL with the spatial
coordination among the four speed limit strategies. In particular, DVSL produced relatively
smoother variation in speed for trucks than cars during the transition period from the
uncongested condition to the congested condition. However, DVSL without spatial
coordination had higher truck delay than DSL. This indicates that the spatial coordination
improves the performance of DVSL by reducing speed variations among different road
sections.
Second, the total number of lane changes on all sections were higher for the differential
speed limit strategies (DVSL, DSL and U&D) compared to the uniform speed limit (USL).
DSL showed the highest number of lane changes, followed by DVSL. The number of lane
changes significantly increased after the congestion period started for all four strategies.
However, DVSL induced higher number of car lane changes to inner lanes in the section
upstream and close to the on-ramp compared to the other strategies.
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Third, DVSL had longer average spacing and higher average speed in the right lane for
the sections upstream and closest to the on-ramp among the four strategies. This is
potentially created by higher number of car lane changes to inner lanes in DVSL at the
section upstream and closest to the on-ramp. Consequently, longer spacing in the right lane
allowed smoother merging of the vehicles from the on-ramp. DVSL also had the lowest
variations in spacing and speed in the congested period among the four strategies. Thus,
DVSL can effectively reduce delay by stabilizing traffic flow. On the other hand, USL had
higher average speed than DVSL in the uncongested period. However, even in the
uncongested period, truck percentage may significantly vary and it can increase speed
variation in certain road sections. In such case, DVSL can better control the car and truck
speeds than USL.
Lastly, DVSL had the lowest average CPI among the four strategies for all conflict types,
particularly in the congested period. In particular, DVSL had the lowest average CPI on
the road sections upstream and closest to the on-ramp for Truck-Car which is the most
severe conflict among the three conflict types. This demonstrates that DVSL can
effectively reduce the probability of crash and the severity of crash.
In summary, the findings in this study demonstrate that DVSL with spatial coordination
can reduce delay and improve safety for car-truck mixed traffic flow. In the congested
period, although DVSL increased the number of lane changes in the sections upstream and
closest to the on-ramp, it created more spacing for the merging vehicles to reduce delay
and vehicle conflicts. This was essentially triggered by the variable speed limits and spatial
coordination implemented in the congested period.
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Main methodological contributions of this thesis are listed as follows: First, the study
developed an advanced speed control strategy which sets different speed limits for car and
truck in different traffic conditions based on the difference in vehicle performance between
car and truck. Unlike the existing variable speed limits, the proposed speed control strategy
triggers speed limit changes using the real-time data of the percentage of trucks, not only
speed and occupancy. Second, the study provided detailed analyses of the effects of
different speed limit strategies on delay and safety based on lane-by-lane speed and spacing
in different road sections for car and truck separately. These detailed analyses helped
identify the factors affecting the effectiveness of DVSL in reducing delay and collision risk.
Third, the study evaluated the safety impacts of different speed limit strategies separately
for different types of lead and following vehicles using a surrogate safety measure (SSM).
This evaluation method can identify the strategy which does not only reduce the probability
of collision, but also the probability of severe collision.
Although this study demonstrated benefits of the proposed DVSL strategy and spatial
coordination, there are some limitations that need to be acknowledged. First, the desired
speed distributions were derived based on car and truck drivers’ compliance with different
speed limits in the past studies. This is because the DVSL strategy has not been
implemented before so there is no observed data. However, actual car and truck drivers’
compliance with a given speed limit can be different from the assumed driver compliance
in this study if speed limits change over time according to the DVSL algorithm. Second,
the study did not consider the impacts of other factors affecting drivers’ compliance with
speed limits such as enforcement, speed limit signs and weather. For instance, compliance
rate will be higher if the speed limits are more strictly enforced and speed limit signs are
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located in a sufficient distance for speed changes. Also, car and truck drivers are more
likely to be cautious and follow the speed limits in adverse weather conditions. Third, the
proposed DVSL algorithm was not the optimal algorithm. Although the algorithm was not
optimal, this study demonstrates that DVSL can bring benefits of delay reduction and
safety improvement.
In future studies, it is recommended that DVSL with different control logic be more
extensively tested and their impacts on delay and safety are evaluated in different traffic
and road geometric conditions – e.g., traffic with high variations in truck percentage, a
diverging area near off-ramps. It is also recommended that car and truck drivers’
compliance with speed limits and their interactions (e.g., lane change, overtaking) be
observed and compared in various traffic conditions. Better understanding of car and truck
driver behavior will help develop more effective DVSL strategy. Lastly, new emerging
speed control strategies such as cooperative VSL (C-VSL) need to be adapted to DVSL.
Unlike conventional VSL which can only provide speed limit information to the vehicles
which pass by VSL signs, C-VSL can transmit the information to individual vehicles via
vehicle-to-vehicle

(V2V)

communication

or

vehicles

to

infrastructure

(V2I)

communication without VSL signs. This strategy will more effectively prompt individual
car and truck drivers to adjust their speeds to harmonize car-truck mixed traffic flow.
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APPENDIX A. VISSIM SCRIPT

To simulate dynamic speed limits such as DVSL and U&D in VISSM, the script in
VISSIM COM interface was developed. The script imports the traffic data from loop
detectors in every 5 minutes and switches the desired speed distributions for cars and trucks
(i.e., changes speed limits) in each road segment according to the dynamic speed limit
algorithm. The following information is provided to help understand the script below.

1.

Loop detector (Data collection point)
In VISSIM, the “Data collection points” collect the traffic data such as speed, volume

and occupancy at the fixed location similar to loop detectors. There are a total of 7 Data
collection points which represent 7 loop detector stations 60-120. The IDs of Data
collection points for the 7 detector stations are as shown in Table A-1.
Table A-1. Data collection point ID for each detector station
Detector station
Data collection
point ID

60

70

80

90

100

110

120

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Since Station 60 is too close to the beginning of network, the data from Data collection
point 1 was not used in the script.

2. VSL influence area (Reduced speed area)
The VSL influence area is designated as the “Reduced speed area” in VISSIM. Different
desired speed distributions for cars and trucks can be specified for each Reduced speed
area to mimic dynamic speed limits. The Reduced speed area can be created only within a
complete link or connector (which connects two links) and for one lane. To implement
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different desired speed distributions for cars and trucks, two Reduced speed areas (one for
cars and the other for trucks) were created in the same location. Thus, a total of 144
Reduced speed areas were created. The data from each Data collection point can be used
to choose the desired speed distribution for a certain Reduced speed area. Table A-2 shows
the list of links and Reduce speed areas linked to each Data collection point.
Table A-2. Reduced speed area ID for each link
Data collection
point ID
2
3

4

5

Link ID
70-1
70-2
70-3
80-1, 80-2
80-3, 80-4, 80-5
90-1
90-2
90-3
90-4
100-1
100-2
100-3, 100-4
100-5

6

110

7

120

Reduced speed area
ID for car
1-3
7-9
13-15, 19-21
25-27
31-33
37-39
43-45
49-51
55-57, 61-63, 67-69
73-75
79-81
85-87
91-93
97-99
103-105
109-111
115-117
121-123
127-129
133-135
139-141

Reduced speed area
ID for truck
4-6
10-12
16-18, 22-24
28-30
34-36
40-42
46-48
52-54
58-60, 64-66, 70-72
76-78
82-84
88-90
94-96
100-102
106-108
112-114
118-120
124-126
130-132
136-138
142-144

3. Desired speed distributions
The IDs of the desired speed distributions for cars and trucks (refer to Table 3-2) are
shown in Table A-3.
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Table A-3. Desired speed distribution ID for each speed limit
Desire speed distribution
Speed limit
90
80
70
60
50
40
30

Cars
Range
85-115
75-105
65-95
57-87
48-78
38-68
28-58

Trucks
ID
32
1
30
31
33
34
35

Range
70-100
60-90
50-80
40-70
30-60
20-50
10-40

ID
26
25
27
28
29
36
37

The script in VISSIM COM interface is as follows:
Tabelle1 - 1
'==========================================================================
' VBA-Script for VISSIM
' Copyright (C) PTV AG. All rights reserved.
' Andrew Bratlien 2011
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' Reduced Speed Example using VBA-Framework
'==========================================================================
Option Explicit
Dim speedareas As ReducedSpeedAreas
Dim speedarea As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea22 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea23 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea24 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim datacollection As datacollection
'==========================================================================
' Subroutines to be filled for use with framework
'==========================================================================
Sub Project_InitMain()
' include here all that is to be done after the INP file is loaded
Set speedareas = vissim.Net.ReducedSpeedAreas
Set speedarea22 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(22)
Set speedarea23 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(23)
Set speedarea24 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(24)
Set datacollection = vissim.Net.DataCollections.GetDataCollectionByNumber(101)
End Sub
Sub Project_InitSim()
' include here all that is to be done before simulation start
speedarea22.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 100
speedarea23.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 100
speedarea24.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 100
End Sub
Sub Project_Main()
' include here all that is to be done during one simulation time step
If vissim.Simulation.AttValue("ELAPSEDTIME") = 100 Then
If datacollection.GetResult("SPEED", "MAX", 0) > 0 Then
speedarea22.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 90
speedarea23.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 90
speedarea24.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 90
Else
speedarea22.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 100
speedarea23.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 100
speedarea24.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 100
End If
End If
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End Sub
Private Sub chkUseWorkDirectory_Click()
End Sub
Main - 1
'==========================================================================
' VBScript for VISSIM
' Copyright (C) PTV AG. All rights reserved.
' Andrew Bratlien 2011
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' VBA Framework with base functionality for VISSIM
' part 1: ready-to-use functionality - do not modify
'==========================================================================
Option Explicit
'==========================================================================
' Variables
'==========================================================================
'define variables as objects for late binding (see chapter 3.6 Advanced issues using
Visual Basic)
Public vissim As Object 'VISSIM
Private guiSheet As Object
Private singleStep As Boolean
'==========================================================================
' Public functions and routines
'==========================================================================
Public Sub StartVISSIM()
If vissim Is Nothing Then
Set vissim = CreateObject("VISSIM.Vissim")
Set guiSheet = Worksheets("Change Reduced Speed Area Dist")
End If
End Sub
Public Sub ReadINPFile()
' Check if vissim is open
If vissim Is Nothing Then
StartVISSIM
Else
If vissim.Simulation.AttValue("ELAPSEDTIME") > 0 Then simStop ' Stop a simulation first
End If
Dim filename As String
Dim path As String
Dim pos As Integer
' Get path information
If guiSheet.chkUseWorkDirectory.Value = True Then
path = Application.ThisWorkbook.path
Else
path = guiSheet.Range("path")
If path = "" Then 'if no path was entered
path = Application.ThisWorkbook.path
End If
End If
' Add trailing \ to the path if necessary
pos = InStrRev(path, "\")
If pos <> Len(path) Then
path = path + "\"
End If
' Load INP and INI files
filename = guiSheet.Range("Filename")
vissim.LoadNet (path + filename), 0
filename = guiSheet.Range("FilenameINI")
If filename <> "" Then vissim.LoadLayout (path + filename)
' Initialize project
Call Project_InitMain
End Sub
Public Sub SimContinuous()
CheckVISSIMState
singleStep = False
Do
RunOneTimeStep
Main - 2
DoEvents
Loop While Not singleStep And (vissim.Simulation.AttValue("ELAPSEDTIME") > 0)
End Sub
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Public Sub SimSingleStep()
CheckVISSIMState
singleStep = True
RunOneTimeStep
End Sub
Public Sub simStop()
If Not (vissim Is Nothing) Then
vissim.Simulation.Stop
End If
End Sub
Public Sub EndVISSIM()
If Not (vissim Is Nothing) Then ' VISSIM must be open to be closed
If vissim.Simulation.AttValue("ELAPSEDTIME") > 0 Then
simStop ' Stop the simulation first
Else
vissim.Exit
Set vissim = Nothing
End If
End If
End Sub
'==========================================================================
' Private functions and routines
'==========================================================================
Private Sub CheckVISSIMState()
' Check if vissim is open and if network is loaded
If (vissim Is Nothing) Then
ReadINPFile
ElseIf (vissim.Net.Links.count < 1) Then
ReadINPFile
End If
' if simulation not active yet, then initialize simulation, then start it
If vissim.Simulation.AttValue("ELAPSEDTIME") = 0 Then
Call Project_InitSim
End If
End Sub
Private Sub RunOneTimeStep()
Call Project_Main
vissim.Simulation.RunSingleStep
End Sub
'==========================================================================
ReducedV - 1
'==========================================================================
' VBA-Script for VISSIM
' Copyright (C) PTV AG. All rights reserved.
' Andrew Bratlien 2011
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' Reduced Speed Example using VBA-Framework
'==========================================================================
Option Explicit
Dim speedareas As ReducedSpeedAreas
Dim speedarea As ReducedSpeedArea
'========================================================================== Station70
Dim speedarea1 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea2 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea3 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea4 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea5 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea6 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea7 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea8 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea9 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea10 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea11 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea12 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea13 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea14 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea15 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea16 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea17 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea18 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea19 As ReducedSpeedArea
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Dim speedarea20 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea21 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea22 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea23 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea24 As ReducedSpeedArea
'========================================================================== Station80
Dim speedarea25 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea26 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea27 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea28 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea29 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea30 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea31 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea32 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea33 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea34 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea35 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea36 As ReducedSpeedArea
'========================================================================== Station90
Dim speedarea37 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea38 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea39 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea43 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea44 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea45 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea49 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea50 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea51 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea55 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea56 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea57 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea61 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea62 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea63 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea67 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea68 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea69 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea40 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea41 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea42 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea46 As ReducedSpeedArea
ReducedV - 2
Dim speedarea47 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea48 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea52 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea53 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea54 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea58 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea59 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea60 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea64 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea65 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea66 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea70 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea71 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea72 As ReducedSpeedArea
'========================================================================== Station100
Dim speedarea73 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea74 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea75 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea76 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea77 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea78 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea79 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea80 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea81 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea82 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea83 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea84 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea85 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea86 As ReducedSpeedArea
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Dim speedarea87 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea88 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea89 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea90 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea91 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea92 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea93 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea94 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea95 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea96 As ReducedSpeedArea
'========================================================================== Station110
Dim speedarea97 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea98 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea99 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea100 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea101 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea102 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea103 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea104 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea105 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea106 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea107 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea108 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea109 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea110 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea111 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea112 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea113 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea114 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea115 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea116 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea117 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea118 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea119 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea120 As ReducedSpeedArea
'========================================================================== Station120
Dim speedarea121 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea122 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea123 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea124 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea125 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea126 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea127 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea128 As ReducedSpeedArea
ReducedV - 3
Dim speedarea129 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea130 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea131 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea132 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea133 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea134 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea135 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea136 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea137 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea138 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea139 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea140 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea141 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea142 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea143 As ReducedSpeedArea
Dim speedarea144 As ReducedSpeedArea
'========================================================================== End
Dim DataCollections As DataCollections
Dim datacollection2 As datacollection
Dim datacollection3 As datacollection
Dim datacollection4 As datacollection
Dim datacollection5 As datacollection
Dim datacollection6 As datacollection
Dim datacollection7 As datacollection
Dim car_speed_5 As Double
Dim truck_speed_5 As Double
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Dim carnum_5 As Integer
Dim trucknum_5 As Integer
Dim truckpercent_5 As Double
Dim VSLtime As Integer
Dim car_occ_5 As Double
Dim count As Integer
Dim speed_2 As Double
Dim speed_3 As Double
Dim speed_4 As Double
Dim speed_5 As Double
Dim speed_23 As Double
Dim speed_34 As Double
Dim speed_45 As Double
'==========================================================================
' Subroutines to be filled for use with framework
'==========================================================================
Sub Project_InitMain()
' include here all that is to be done after the INP file is loaded
Set speedareas = vissim.Net.ReducedSpeedAreas
'========================================================================== Station70
Set speedarea1 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(1)
Set speedarea2 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(2)
Set speedarea3 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(3)
Set speedarea4 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(4)
Set speedarea5 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(5)
Set speedarea6 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(6)
Set speedarea7 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(7)
Set speedarea8 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(8)
Set speedarea9 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(9)
Set speedarea10 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(10)
Set speedarea11 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(11)
Set speedarea12 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(12)
Set speedarea13 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(13)
Set speedarea14 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(14)
ReducedV - 4
Set speedarea15 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(15)
Set speedarea16 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(16)
Set speedarea17 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(17)
Set speedarea18 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(18)
Set speedarea19 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(19)
Set speedarea20 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(20)
Set speedarea21 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(21)
Set speedarea22 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(22)
Set speedarea23 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(23)
Set speedarea24 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(24)
'========================================================================== Station80
Set speedarea25 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(25)
Set speedarea26 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(26)
Set speedarea27 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(27)
Set speedarea28 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(28)
Set speedarea29 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(29)
Set speedarea30 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(30)
Set speedarea31 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(31)
Set speedarea32 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(32)
Set speedarea33 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(33)
Set speedarea34 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(34)
Set speedarea35 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(35)
Set speedarea36 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(36)
'========================================================================== Station90
Set speedarea37 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(37)
Set speedarea38 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(38)
Set speedarea39 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(39)
Set speedarea43 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(43)
Set speedarea44 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(44)
Set speedarea45 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(45)
Set speedarea49 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(49)
Set speedarea50 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(50)
Set speedarea51 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(51)
Set speedarea55 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(55)
Set speedarea56 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(56)
Set speedarea57 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(57)
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Set speedarea61 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(61)
Set speedarea62 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(62)
Set speedarea63 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(63)
Set speedarea40 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(40)
Set speedarea41 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(41)
Set speedarea42 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(42)
Set speedarea46 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(46)
Set speedarea47 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(47)
Set speedarea48 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(48)
Set speedarea52 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(52)
Set speedarea53 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(53)
Set speedarea54 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(54)
Set speedarea58 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(58)
Set speedarea59 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(59)
Set speedarea60 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(60)
Set speedarea64 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(64)
Set speedarea65 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(65)
Set speedarea66 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(66)
Set speedarea67 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(67)
Set speedarea68 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(68)
Set speedarea69 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(69)
Set speedarea70 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(70)
Set speedarea71 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(71)
Set speedarea72 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(72)
'========================================================================== Station100
Set speedarea73 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(73)
Set speedarea74 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(74)
Set speedarea75 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(75)
Set speedarea76 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(76)
Set speedarea77 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(77)
Set speedarea78 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(78)
Set speedarea79 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(79)
Set speedarea80 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(80)
Set speedarea81 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(81)
Set speedarea82 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(82)
Set speedarea83 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(83)
Set speedarea84 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(84)
ReducedV - 5
Set speedarea85 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(85)
Set speedarea86 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(86)
Set speedarea87 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(87)
Set speedarea88 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(88)
Set speedarea89 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(89)
Set speedarea90 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(90)
Set speedarea91 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(91)
Set speedarea92 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(92)
Set speedarea93 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(93)
Set speedarea94 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(94)
Set speedarea95 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(95)
Set speedarea96 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(96)
'========================================================================== Station110
Set speedarea97 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(97)
Set speedarea98 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(98)
Set speedarea99 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(99)
Set speedarea100 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(100)
Set speedarea101 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(101)
Set speedarea102 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(102)
Set speedarea103 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(103)
Set speedarea104 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(104)
Set speedarea105 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(105)
Set speedarea106 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(106)
Set speedarea107 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(107)
Set speedarea108 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(108)
Set speedarea109 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(109)
Set speedarea110 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(110)
Set speedarea111 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(111)
Set speedarea112 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(112)
Set speedarea113 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(113)
Set speedarea114 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(114)
Set speedarea115 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(115)
Set speedarea116 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(116)
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Set speedarea117 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(117)
Set speedarea118 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(118)
Set speedarea119 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(119)
Set speedarea120 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(120)
'========================================================================== Station120
Set speedarea121 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(121)
Set speedarea122 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(122)
Set speedarea123 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(123)
Set speedarea124 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(124)
Set speedarea125 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(125)
Set speedarea126 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(126)
Set speedarea127 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(127)
Set speedarea128 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(128)
Set speedarea129 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(129)
Set speedarea130 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(130)
Set speedarea131 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(131)
Set speedarea132 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(132)
Set speedarea133 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(133)
Set speedarea134 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(134)
Set speedarea135 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(135)
Set speedarea136 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(136)
Set speedarea137 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(137)
Set speedarea138 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(138)
Set speedarea139 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(139)
Set speedarea140 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(140)
Set speedarea141 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(141)
Set speedarea142 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(142)
Set speedarea143 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(143)
Set speedarea144 = speedareas.GetReducedSpeedAreaByNumber(144)
'========================================================================== end
Set datacollection2 = vissim.Net.DataCollections.GetDataCollectionByNumber(2)
Set datacollection3 = vissim.Net.DataCollections.GetDataCollectionByNumber(3)
Set datacollection4 = vissim.Net.DataCollections.GetDataCollectionByNumber(4)
Set datacollection5 = vissim.Net.DataCollections.GetDataCollectionByNumber(5)
Set datacollection6 = vissim.Net.DataCollections.GetDataCollectionByNumber(6)
End Sub
ReducedV - 6
Sub Project_InitSim()
' include here all that is to be done before simulation start
'========================================================================== Station70
speedarea1.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea2.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea3.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea7.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea8.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea9.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea13.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea14.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea15.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea19.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea20.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea21.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea4.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea5.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea6.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea10.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea11.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea12.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea16.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea17.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea18.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea22.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea23.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea24.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
'========================================================================== Station80
speedarea25.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea26.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea27.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea31.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea32.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea33.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
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speedarea28.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea29.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea30.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea34.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea35.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea36.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
'========================================================================== Station90
speedarea37.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea38.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea39.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea43.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea44.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea45.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea49.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea50.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea51.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea55.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea56.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea57.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea61.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea62.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea63.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea67.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea68.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea69.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea40.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea41.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea42.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea46.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea47.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea48.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea52.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea53.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea54.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
ReducedV - 7
speedarea58.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea59.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea60.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea64.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea65.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea66.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea70.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea71.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea72.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
'========================================================================== Station100
speedarea73.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea74.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea75.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea79.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea80.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea81.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea85.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea86.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea87.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea91.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea92.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea93.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea76.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea77.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea78.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea82.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea83.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea84.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea88.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea89.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea90.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea94.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea95.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea96.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
'========================================================================== Station110
speedarea97.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
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speedarea98.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea99.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea103.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea104.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea105.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea109.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea110.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea111.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea115.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea116.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea117.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea100.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea101.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea102.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea106.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea107.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea108.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea112.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea113.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea114.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea118.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea119.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea120.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
'========================================================================== Station120
speedarea121.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea122.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea123.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea127.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea128.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea129.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea133.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea134.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea135.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea139.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea140.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
ReducedV - 8
speedarea141.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea124.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea125.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea126.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea130.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea131.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea132.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea136.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea137.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea138.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea142.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea143.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea144.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
count = 1
End Sub
Sub Project_Main()
' include here all that is to be done during one simulation time step
VSLtime = 300 * count
If vissim.Simulation.AttValue("ELAPSEDTIME") = VSLtime Then
count = count + 1
speed_2 = datacollection2.GetResult("SPEED", "MEAN", 0)
speed_3 = datacollection3.GetResult("SPEED", "MEAN", 0)
speed_4 = datacollection4.GetResult("SPEED", "MEAN", 0)
speed_5 = datacollection5.GetResult("SPEED", "MEAN", 0)
carnum_5 = datacollection5.GetResult("NVEHICLES", "SUM", 10)
trucknum_5 = datacollection5.GetResult("NVEHICLES", "SUM", 20)
car_occ_5 = datacollection5.GetResult("OCCUPANCYRATE", "SUM", 0)
truckpercent_5 = trucknum_5 / (carnum_5 + trucknum_5)
speed_23 = (speed_2 + speed_3) / 2
speed_34 = (speed_3 + speed_4) / 2
speed_45 = (speed_4 + speed_5) / 2
If truckpercent_5 <= 0.1 Then
If car_occ_5 < 25 Then
speedarea1.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea2.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
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speedarea3.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea7.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea8.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea9.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea13.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea14.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea15.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea19.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea20.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea21.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea4.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea5.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea6.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea10.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea11.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea12.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea16.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea17.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea18.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea22.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea23.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea24.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
End If
End If
ReducedV - 9
If truckpercent_5 <= 0.1 Then
If car_occ_5 > 25 Then
If speed_23 >= 100 Then
speedarea1.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea2.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea3.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea7.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea8.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea9.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea13.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea14.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea15.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea19.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea20.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea21.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea4.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea5.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea6.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea10.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea11.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea12.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea16.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea17.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea18.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea22.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea23.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea24.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
ElseIf speed_23 >= 90 And speed_23 < 100 Then
speedarea1.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea2.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea3.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea7.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea8.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea9.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea13.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea14.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea15.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea19.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea20.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea21.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea4.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea5.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea6.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea10.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea11.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea12.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
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speedarea16.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea17.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea18.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea22.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea23.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea24.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
ElseIf speed_23 >= 80 And speed_23 < 90 Then
speedarea1.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea2.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea3.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea7.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea8.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea9.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea13.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea14.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea15.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea19.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea20.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea21.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea4.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea5.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
ReducedV - 10
speedarea6.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea10.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea11.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea12.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea16.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea17.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea18.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea22.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea23.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea24.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
ElseIf speed_23 >= 70 And speed_23 < 80 Then
speedarea1.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea2.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea3.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea7.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea8.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea9.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea13.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea14.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea15.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea19.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea20.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea21.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea4.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea5.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea6.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea10.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea11.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea12.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea16.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea17.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea18.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea22.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea23.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea24.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
ElseIf speed_23 >= 60 And speed_23 < 70 Then
speedarea1.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea2.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea3.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea7.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea8.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea9.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea13.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea14.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea15.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea19.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea20.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea21.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea4.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
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speedarea5.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea6.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea10.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea11.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea12.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea16.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea17.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea18.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea22.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea23.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea24.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
End If
End If
End If
If truckpercent_5 > 0.1 Then
If car_occ_5 <= 20 Then
speedarea1.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea2.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
ReducedV - 11
speedarea3.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea7.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea8.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea9.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea13.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea14.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea15.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea19.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea20.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea21.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea4.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea5.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea6.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea10.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea11.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea12.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea16.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea17.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea18.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea22.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea23.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
End If
End If
If truckpercent_5 > 0.1 Then
If car_occ_5 > 20 Then
If speed_23 >= 100 Then
speedarea1.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea2.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea3.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea7.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea8.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea9.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea13.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea14.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea15.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea19.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea20.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea21.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea4.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea5.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea6.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea10.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea11.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea12.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea16.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea17.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea18.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea22.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea23.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea24.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
ElseIf speed_23 >= 90 And speed_23 < 100 Then
speedarea1.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
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speedarea2.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea3.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea7.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea8.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea9.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea13.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea14.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea15.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea19.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea20.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea21.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea4.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea5.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea6.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
ReducedV - 12
speedarea10.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea11.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea12.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea16.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea17.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea18.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea22.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea23.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea24.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
ElseIf speed_23 >= 80 And speed_23 < 90 Then
speedarea1.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea2.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea3.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea7.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea8.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea9.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea13.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea14.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea15.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea19.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea20.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea21.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea4.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea5.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea6.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea10.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea11.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea12.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea16.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea17.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea18.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea22.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea23.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea24.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
ElseIf speed_23 >= 70 And speed_23 < 80 Then
speedarea1.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea2.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea3.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea7.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea8.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea9.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea13.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea14.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea15.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea19.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea20.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea21.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea4.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea5.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea6.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea10.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea11.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea12.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea16.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea17.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea18.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
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speedarea22.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea23.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea24.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
ElseIf speed_23 >= 60 And speed_23 < 70 Then
speedarea1.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea2.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea3.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea7.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea8.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea9.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea13.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea14.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
ReducedV - 13
speedarea15.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea19.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea20.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea21.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea4.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea5.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea6.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea10.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea11.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea12.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea16.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea17.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea18.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea22.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea23.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea24.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
End If
End If
End If
'========================================================================== Station80
If truckpercent_5 <= 0.1 Then
If car_occ_5 < 25 Then
speedarea25.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea26.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea27.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea31.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea32.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea33.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea28.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea29.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea30.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea34.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea35.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
End If
End If
If truckpercent_5 <= 0.1 Then
If car_occ_5 > 25 Then
If speed_34 >= 100 Then
speedarea25.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea26.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea27.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea31.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea32.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea33.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea28.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea29.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea30.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea34.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea35.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea36.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
ElseIf speed_34 >= 90 And speed_34 < 100 Then
speedarea25.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea26.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea27.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea31.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea32.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea33.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea28.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
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speedarea29.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea30.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea34.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
ReducedV - 14
speedarea35.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea36.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
ElseIf speed_34 >= 80 And speed_34 <
speedarea25.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea26.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea27.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea31.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea32.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea33.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea28.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea29.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea30.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea34.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea35.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea36.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
ElseIf speed_34 >= 70 And speed_34 <
speedarea25.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea26.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea27.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea31.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea32.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea33.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea28.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea29.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea30.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea34.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea35.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea36.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
ElseIf speed_34 >= 60 And speed_34 <
speedarea25.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea26.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea27.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea31.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea32.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea33.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea28.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea29.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea30.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea34.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea35.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea36.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
End If
End If
End If
If truckpercent_5 > 0.1 Then
If car_occ_5 <= 20 Then
speedarea25.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea26.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea27.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea31.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea32.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea33.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea24.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea28.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea29.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea30.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea34.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea35.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea36.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
End If
ReducedV - 15
End If
If truckpercent_5 > 0.1 Then
If car_occ_5 > 20 Then
If speed_34 >= 100 Then
speedarea25.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea26.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")

= 25
= 25
= 25
= 25
= 25
90 Then
= 30
= 30
= 30
= 30
= 30
= 30
= 27
= 27
= 27
= 27
= 27
= 27
80 Then
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 28
= 28
= 28
= 28
= 28
= 28
70 Then
= 33
= 33
= 33
= 33
= 33
= 33
= 29
= 29
= 29
= 29
= 29
= 29

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

32
32
32
32
32
32
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

= 32
= 32
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speedarea27.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea31.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea32.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea33.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea28.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea29.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea30.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea34.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea35.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea36.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
ElseIf speed_34 >= 100 And speed_34 < 90 Then
speedarea25.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea26.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea27.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea31.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea32.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea33.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea28.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea29.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea30.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea34.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea35.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea36.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
ElseIf speed_34 >= 80 And speed_34 < 90 Then
speedarea25.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea26.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea27.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea31.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea32.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea33.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea28.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea29.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea30.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea34.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea35.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea36.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
ElseIf speed_34 >= 70 And speed_34 < 80 Then
speedarea25.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea26.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea27.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea31.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea32.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea33.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea28.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea29.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea30.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea34.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea35.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea36.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
ElseIf speed_34 >= 60 And speed_34 < 70 Then
speedarea25.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea26.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea27.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
ReducedV - 16
speedarea31.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea32.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea33.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea28.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea29.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea30.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea34.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea35.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea36.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
End If
End If
End If
'========================================================================== Station90
If truckpercent_5 <= 0.1 Then
If car_occ_5 < 25 Then
speedarea37.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea38.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
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speedarea39.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea43.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea44.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea45.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea49.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea50.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea51.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea55.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea56.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea57.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea61.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea62.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea63.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea67.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea68.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea69.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea40.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea41.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea42.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea46.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea47.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea48.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea52.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea53.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea54.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea58.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea59.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea60.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea64.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea65.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea66.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea70.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea71.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea72.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
End If
End If
If truckpercent_5 <= 0.1 Then
If car_occ_5 > 25 Then
If speed_45 >= 100 Then
speedarea37.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea38.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea39.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea43.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea44.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea45.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea49.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea50.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea51.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea55.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
ReducedV - 17
speedarea56.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea57.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea61.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea62.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea63.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea67.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea68.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea69.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea40.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea41.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea42.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea46.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea47.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea48.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea52.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea53.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea54.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea58.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea59.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea60.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea64.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
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speedarea65.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea66.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea70.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea71.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea72.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
ElseIf speed_45 >= 90 And speed_45 <
speedarea37.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea38.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea39.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea43.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea44.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea45.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea49.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea50.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea51.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea55.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea56.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea57.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea61.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea62.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea63.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea67.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea68.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea69.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea40.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea41.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea42.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea46.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea47.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea48.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea52.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea53.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea54.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea58.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea59.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea60.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea64.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea65.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea66.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea70.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea71.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea72.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
ElseIf speed_45 >= 80 And speed_45 <
speedarea37.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea38.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea39.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
ReducedV - 18
speedarea43.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea44.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea45.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea49.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea50.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea51.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea55.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea56.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea57.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea61.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea62.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea63.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea67.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea68.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea69.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea40.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea41.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea42.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea46.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea47.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea48.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea52.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea53.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea54.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")

= 26
= 26
= 26
= 26
= 26
100 Then
= 1
= 1
= 1
= 1
= 1
= 1
= 1
= 1
= 1
= 1
= 1
= 1
= 1
= 1
= 1
= 1
= 1
= 1
= 25
= 25
= 25
= 25
= 25
= 25
= 25
= 25
= 25
= 25
= 25
= 25
= 25
= 25
= 25
= 25
= 25
= 25
90 Then
= 30
= 30
= 30
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
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speedarea58.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea59.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea60.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea64.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea65.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea66.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea70.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea71.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea72.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
ElseIf speed_45 >= 70 And speed_45 <
speedarea37.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea38.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea39.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea43.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea44.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea45.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea49.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea50.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea51.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea55.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea56.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea57.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea61.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea62.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea63.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea67.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea68.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea69.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea40.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea41.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea42.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea46.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea47.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea48.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea52.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea53.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea54.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea58.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea59.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea60.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea64.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea65.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea66.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea70.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea71.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
ReducedV - 19
speedarea72.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
ElseIf speed_45 >= 60 And speed_45 <
speedarea37.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea38.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea39.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea43.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea44.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea45.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea49.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea50.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea51.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea55.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea56.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea57.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea61.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea62.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea63.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea67.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea68.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea69.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea40.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea41.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea42.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea46.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea47.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")

= 27
= 27
= 27
= 27
= 27
= 27
= 27
= 27
= 27
80 Then
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 28
= 28
= 28
= 28
= 28
= 28
= 28
= 28
= 28
= 28
= 28
= 28
= 28
= 28
= 28
= 28
= 28
= 28
70 Then
= 33
= 33
= 33
= 33
= 33
= 33
= 33
= 33
= 33
= 33
= 33
= 33
= 33
= 33
= 33
= 33
= 33
= 33
= 29
= 29
= 29
= 29
= 29
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speedarea48.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea52.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea53.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea54.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea58.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea59.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea60.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea64.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea65.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea66.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea70.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea71.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea72.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
End If
End If
End If
If truckpercent_5 > 0.1 Then
If car_occ_5 <= 20 Then
speedarea37.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea38.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea39.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea43.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea44.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea45.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea49.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea50.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea51.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea55.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea56.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea57.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea61.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea62.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea63.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea67.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea68.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea69.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea40.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea41.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea42.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea46.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea47.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea48.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
ReducedV - 20
speedarea52.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea53.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea54.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea58.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea59.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea60.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea64.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea65.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea66.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea70.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea71.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea72.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
End If
End If
If truckpercent_5 > 0.1 Then
If car_occ_5 > 20 Then
If speed_45 >= 80 Then
speedarea37.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea38.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea39.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea43.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea44.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea45.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea49.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea50.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea51.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea55.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea56.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
25
25
25
25
25
25

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
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speedarea57.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea61.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea62.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea63.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea67.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea68.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea69.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea40.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea41.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea42.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea46.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea47.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea48.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea52.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea53.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea54.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea58.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea59.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea60.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea64.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea65.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea66.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea70.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea71.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea72.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
ElseIf speed_45 >= 90 And speed_45 <
speedarea37.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea38.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea39.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea43.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea44.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea45.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea49.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea50.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea51.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea55.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea56.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea57.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea61.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea62.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
ReducedV - 21
speedarea63.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea67.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea68.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea69.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea40.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea41.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea42.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea46.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea47.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea48.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea52.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea53.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea54.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea58.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea59.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea60.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea64.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea65.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea66.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea70.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea71.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea72.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
ElseIf speed_45 >= 80 And speed_45 <
speedarea37.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea38.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea39.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea43.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea44.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea45.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea49.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")

= 32
= 32
= 32
= 32
= 32
= 32
= 32
= 25
= 25
= 25
= 25
= 25
= 25
= 25
= 25
= 25
= 25
= 25
= 25
= 25
= 25
= 25
= 25
= 25
= 25
100 Then
= 1
= 1
= 1
= 1
= 1
= 1
= 1
= 1
= 1
= 1
= 1
= 1
= 1
= 1
= 1
= 1
= 1
= 1
= 27
= 27
= 27
= 27
= 27
= 27
= 27
= 27
= 27
= 27
= 27
= 27
= 27
= 27
= 27
= 27
= 27
= 27
90 Then
= 30
= 30
= 30
= 30
= 30
= 30
= 30
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speedarea50.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea51.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea55.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea56.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea57.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea61.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea62.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea63.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea67.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea68.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea69.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea40.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea41.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea42.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea46.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea47.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea48.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea52.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea53.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea54.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea58.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea59.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea60.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea64.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea65.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea66.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea70.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea71.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea72.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
ElseIf speed_45 >= 70 And speed_45 <
speedarea37.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea38.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea39.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea43.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea44.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea45.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea49.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
ReducedV - 22
speedarea50.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea51.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea55.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea56.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea57.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea61.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea62.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea63.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea67.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea68.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea69.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea40.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea41.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea42.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea46.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea47.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea48.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea52.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea53.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea54.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea58.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea59.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea60.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea64.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea65.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea66.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea70.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea71.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea72.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
ElseIf speed_45 >= 60 And speed_45 <
speedarea37.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea38.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")
speedarea39.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED")

= 30
= 30
= 30
= 30
= 30
= 30
= 30
= 30
= 30
= 30
= 30
= 28
= 28
= 28
= 28
= 28
= 28
= 28
= 28
= 28
= 28
= 28
= 28
= 28
= 28
= 28
= 28
= 28
= 28
80 Then
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 31
= 29
= 29
= 29
= 29
= 29
= 29
= 29
= 29
= 29
= 29
= 29
= 29
= 29
= 29
= 29
= 29
= 29
= 29
70 Then
= 33
= 33
= 33
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speedarea43.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea44.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea45.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea49.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea50.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea51.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea55.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea56.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea57.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea61.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea62.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea63.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea67.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea68.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea69.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea40.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea41.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea42.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea46.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea47.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea48.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea52.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea53.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea54.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea58.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea59.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea60.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea64.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea65.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea66.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea70.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea71.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea72.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
End If
End If
ReducedV - 23
End If
'========================================================================== Station100
If truckpercent_5 <= 0.1 Then
If car_occ_5 < 25 Then
speedarea73.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea74.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea75.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea79.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea80.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea81.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea85.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea86.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea87.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea91.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea92.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea93.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea76.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea77.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea78.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea82.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea83.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea84.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea88.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea89.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea90.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea94.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea95.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea96.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
End If
End If
If truckpercent_5 <= 0.1 Then
If car_occ_5 > 25 Then
If speed_5 >= 100 Then
speedarea73.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea74.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
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speedarea75.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea79.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea80.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea81.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea85.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea86.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea87.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea91.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea92.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea93.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea76.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea77.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea78.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea82.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea83.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea84.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea88.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea89.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea90.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea94.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea95.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
speedarea96.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 26
ElseIf speed_5 >= 90 And speed_5 < 100 Then
speedarea73.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea74.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea75.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea79.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea80.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea81.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea85.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea86.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
ReducedV - 24
speedarea87.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea91.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea92.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea93.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea76.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea77.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea78.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea82.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea83.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea84.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea88.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea89.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea90.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea94.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea95.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea96.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
ElseIf speed_5 >= 80 And speed_5 < 90 Then
speedarea73.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea74.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea75.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea79.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea80.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea81.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea85.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea86.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea87.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea91.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea92.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea93.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea76.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea77.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea78.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea82.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea83.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea84.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea88.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea89.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea90.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea94.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
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speedarea95.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea96.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
ElseIf speed_5 >= 70 And speed_5 < 80 Then
speedarea73.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea74.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea75.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea79.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea80.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea81.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea85.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea86.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea87.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea91.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea92.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea93.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea76.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea77.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea78.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea82.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea83.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea84.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea88.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea89.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea90.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea94.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea95.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea96.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
ReducedV - 25
ElseIf speed_5 >= 60 And speed_5 < 70 Then
speedarea73.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea74.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea75.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea79.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea80.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea81.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea85.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea86.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea87.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea91.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea92.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea93.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea76.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea77.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea78.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea82.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea83.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea84.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea88.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea89.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea90.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea94.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea95.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea96.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
End If
End If
End If
If truckpercent_5 > 0.1 Then
If car_occ_5 <= 20 Then
speedarea73.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea74.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea75.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea79.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea80.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea81.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea85.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea86.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea87.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea91.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea92.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea93.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea76.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
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speedarea77.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea78.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea82.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea83.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea84.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea88.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea89.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea90.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea94.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea95.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea96.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
End If
End If
If truckpercent_5 > 0.1 Then
If car_occ_5 > 20 Then
If speed_5 >= 100 Then
speedarea73.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea74.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea75.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea79.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea80.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
ReducedV - 26
speedarea81.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea85.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea86.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea87.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea91.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea92.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea93.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 32
speedarea76.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea77.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea78.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea82.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea83.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea84.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea88.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea89.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea90.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea94.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea95.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
speedarea96.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 25
ElseIf speed_5 >= 90 And speed_5 < 100 Then
speedarea73.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea74.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea75.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea79.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea80.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea81.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea85.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea86.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea87.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea91.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea92.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea93.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 1
speedarea76.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea77.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea78.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea82.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea83.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea84.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea88.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea89.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea90.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea94.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea95.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
speedarea96.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 27
ElseIf speed_5 >= 80 And speed_5 < 90 Then
speedarea73.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea74.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea75.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea79.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
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speedarea80.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea81.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea85.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea86.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea87.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea91.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea92.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea93.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 30
speedarea76.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea77.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea78.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea82.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea83.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea84.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea88.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea89.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea90.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
ReducedV - 27
speedarea94.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea95.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea96.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
ElseIf speed_5 >= 70 And speed_5 < 80 Then
speedarea73.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea74.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea75.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea79.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea80.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea81.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea85.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea86.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea87.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea91.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea92.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea93.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea76.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea77.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea78.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea82.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea83.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea84.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea88.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea89.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea90.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea94.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea95.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea96.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
ElseIf speed_5 >= 60 And speed_5 < 70 Then
speedarea73.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea74.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea75.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea79.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea80.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea81.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea85.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea86.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea87.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea91.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea92.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea93.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea76.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea77.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea78.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea82.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea83.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea84.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea88.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea89.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea90.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea94.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea95.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea96.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
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End If
End If
End If
If speed_5 < 60 Then
'========================================================================== Station70
speedarea1.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea2.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea3.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea7.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea8.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea9.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea13.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea14.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
ReducedV - 28
speedarea15.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea19.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea20.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea21.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 31
speedarea4.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea5.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea6.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea10.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea11.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea12.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea16.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea17.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea18.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea22.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea23.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
speedarea24.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 28
'========================================================================== Station80
speedarea25.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea26.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea27.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea31.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea32.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea33.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 33
speedarea28.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea29.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea30.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea34.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea35.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
speedarea36.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 29
'========================================================================== Station90
speedarea37.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 34
speedarea38.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 34
speedarea39.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 34
speedarea43.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 34
speedarea44.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 34
speedarea45.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 34
speedarea49.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 34
speedarea50.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 34
speedarea51.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 34
speedarea55.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 34
speedarea56.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 34
speedarea57.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 34
speedarea61.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 34
speedarea62.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 34
speedarea63.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 34
speedarea67.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 34
speedarea68.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 34
speedarea69.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 34
speedarea40.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea41.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea42.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea46.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea47.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea48.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea52.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea53.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea54.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
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speedarea58.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea59.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea60.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea64.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea65.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea66.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea70.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea71.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
speedarea72.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 36
'========================================================================== Station100
speedarea73.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 35
speedarea74.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 35
speedarea75.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 35
ReducedV - 29
speedarea79.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 35
speedarea80.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 35
speedarea81.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 35
speedarea85.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 35
speedarea86.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 35
speedarea87.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 35
speedarea91.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 35
speedarea92.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 35
speedarea93.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 35
speedarea76.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 37
speedarea77.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 37
speedarea78.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 37
speedarea82.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 37
speedarea83.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 37
speedarea84.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 37
speedarea88.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 37
speedarea89.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 37
speedarea90.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 37
speedarea94.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 37
speedarea95.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 37
speedarea96.AttValue("DESIREDSPEED") = 37
End If
'car_speed_3 = datacollection3.GetResult("SPEED", "MEAN", 10)
'truck_speed_3 = datacollection3.GetResult("SPEED", "MEAN", 20)
'totalnum_3 = datacollection3.GetResult("NVEHICLES", "SUM", 10)
'trucknum_3 = datacollection3.GetResult("NVEHICLES", "SUM", 20)
'truckpercent_3 = trucknum_3 / totalnum_3
'speed_3 = truck_speed_3 * truckpercent_3 + car_speed_3 * (1 - truckpercent_3)
'car_speed_3 = datacollection3.GetResult("SPEED", "MEAN", 10)
'truck_speed_3 = datacollection3.GetResult("SPEED", "MEAN", 20)
End If
' GoTo Line1
End Sub
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APPENDIX B. TEMPORAL VARIATION IN LANE CHANGES

Figures B-1 to B-3 illustrate temporal variation in the numbers of lane changes for car
and truck separately.
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Figure B-1. Temporal variations in total numbers of lane changes for car and truck
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Figure B-2. Temporal variations in inner and outer lane changes for car
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Figure B-3. Temporal variations in inner and outer lane changes for truck
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APPENDIX C. AVERAGE CPI

Tables C-1 and C-2 show the average CPI for each road section at different spacing
intervals for static speed limits and dynamic speed limits, respectively.
Table C-1. Average CPI for each road section by conflict type for different spacing
intervals for static speed limit strategies
Section

70-3

80-1

80-2

80-3

80-4

Spacing
(m)

CPI (× 10-7)

0-20
20-40
40-60
60-80
80-100
>100
0-20
20-40
40-60
60-80
80-100
>100
0-20
20-40
40-60
60-80
80-100
>100

Car-Car
2,727.71
1,022.71
411.72
52.40
10.16
1.97
3,013.77
590.98
18.73
8.27
5.61
413.64
1,208.84
578.60
34.01
14.19
5.49
3,671.48

USL
Car-Truck
4,218.48
42.25
37.85
10.49
1.00
0.37
2,242.17
27.85
1.46
1.16
0.71
2,318.67
66.18
2.96
5.64
0.80
0.33
0.36

Truck-Car
3,865.66
6,744.21
8,911.66
9,453.30
7,133.48
4,683.61
4,844.53
6,896.72
8,692.97
10,376.18
8,437.10
5,208.11
3,133.21
6,341.73
9,145.66
10,273.18
8,940.29
15,799.12

Car-Car
2,385.36
856.14
148.79
36.39
8.44
1.99
3,519.98
1,500.61
117.24
8.07
6.51
2.35
1,913.94
432.31
28.77
5.88
3.99
5,118.43

DSL
Car-Truck
4,053.87
5.55
7.42
2.30
0.59
0.37
4,054.99
113.65
3.42
0.65
0.74
0.33
5,787.20
1.43
2.66
0.49
0.56
10,248.00

Truck-Car
3,361.32
5,618.53
7,784.23
8,325.39
7,792.15
4,763.00
8,160.52
8,043.88
9,314.15
12,175.10
13,220.33
6,461.18
3,076.50
6,138.25
8,115.67
9,981.13
8,392.63
4,216.37

0-20
20-40
40-60
60-80
80-100
>100
0-20
20-40
40-60
60-80
80-100
>100

1,819.25
870.92
402.69
113.87
16.80
2,435.63
705.25
39.87
14.01
8.81
1.94
2,034.25

0.93
3.35
4.43
6.00
1.57
1,893.74
82.10
62.48
1.34
1.13
0.87
0.26

31,303.36
38,361.54
26,169.25
12,864.23
6,626.64
4,669.96
7,498.20
8,612.65
9,336.88
7,102.57
4,653.67
5,435.86

2,225.80
1,008.35
729.07
63.96
4.49
2,545.36
828.85
48.10
10.98
7.09
2.29
3,392.82

3.09
21.67
38.06
8.55
0.42
2,089.63
1.26
0.98
1.22
0.69
0.42
2,068.43

8,714.85
17,133.79
23,884.09
13,646.37
6,408.97
3,465.04
5,355.86
7,448.71
8,848.89
8,389.37
4,942.56
5,483.64
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Table C-1. Average CPI for each road section by conflict type for different spacing
intervals for static speed limit strategies (Continued)
Section

Spacing
(m)

CPI (× 10-7)

80-5

0-20
20-40
40-60
60-80
80-100
>100

Car-Car
1,600.03
764.46
880.11
11.91
1,276.35
2,592.94

USL
Car-Truck
660.96
480.47
17.30
8.75
1,759.30
17.47

Truck-Car
9,410.62
11,407.73
9,141.60
6,932.99
4,862.72
3,350.53

Car-Car
1,758.79
1,474.10
252.68
32.84
1.53
2,712.85

DSL
Car-Truck
2,277.53
1,067.36
159.18
8.21
2.06
2,577.73

Truck-Car
9,485.22
12,612.18
17,013.28
10,918.02
4,569.21
4,807.98

90-1

0-20
20-40
40-60
60-80
80-100
>100

661.53
116.80
24.32
25.60
1.71
24,992.6

7.36
0.58
1.10
1.18
0.72
2,189.7

5,672.55
7,419.04
7,427.82
6,489.35
4,601.60
26,581.9

1,065.25
203.31
32.24
14.93
2,385.36
856.14

125.41
2.88
0.98
1.09
4,053.87
5.55

6,448.75
6,757.75
7,400.47
6,425.12
3,361.32
5,618.53

Table C-2. Average CPI for all sections by conflict type for different spacing intervals
for dynamic speed limit strategies
CPI (× 10-7)
Section

70-3

80-1

80-2

Spacing
0-20
20-40
40-60
60-80
80-100
>100
0-20
20-40
40-60
60-80
80-100
>100

Car-Car
2,670.43
937.53
292.79
40.24
8.16
2.70
3,456.08
1,307.18
51.16
6.84
3.51
1,665.03

U&D
Car-Truck
4,279.26
33.22
1.58
3.86
0.94
0.28
2,350.61
0.59
0.66
0.45
0.82
0.31

Truck-Car
3,340.30
6,140.92
8,827.26
9,486.16
7,756.44
4,527.43
5,885.39
8,040.01
11,528.34
12,813.26
10,985.76
4,558.65

Car-Car
2,478.22
754.59
85.63
10.43
5.16
2.05
1,910.07
724.62
34.73
2.66
1.40
719.07

DVSL
Car-Truck
4,370.22
5.35
2.70
2.38
0.58
0.33
2,322.34
1.23
0.65
0.18
0.26
0.12

Truck-Car
2,932.19
5,166.73
6,993.17
8,162.78
7,677.47
4,504.38
3,414.31
6,166.86
8,246.24
9,680.15
6,924.75
3,575.39

0-20
20-40
40-60
60-80
80-100
>100

2,857.64
866.38
23.95
25.54
5.83
3,467.29

6,276.25
0.98
0.33
0.29
0.39
1,316.34

2,865.30
5,745.23
9,022.38
11,258.28
10,956.17
4,391.28

2,762.54
698.28
13.52
6.16
2.80
2,486.41

2,418.10
0.37
0.17
0.38
0.48
1,452.46

3,189.72
4,476.07
6,703.47
7,758.74
5,365.69
3,459.01
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Table C-2. Average CPI for all sections by conflict type for different spacing intervals
for dynamic speed limit strategies (Continued)
CPI (× 10-7)
Section

80-3

80-4

80-5

90-1

Spacing
0-20
20-40
40-60
60-80
80-100
>100
0-20
20-40
40-60
60-80
80-100
>100

Car-Car
2,660.77
1,166.44
759.87
8.18
0.64
3,498.51
702.86
28.31
8.01
5.87
2.04
3,477.53

U&D
Car-Truck
110.21
256.36
3.23
0.95
0.55
2,990.35
81.31
9.66
2.52
2.38
0.69
2,249.22

Truck-Car
8,202.95
14,753.50
14,848.16
10,475.49
6,239.64
3,431.42
6,516.45
7,449.51
7,816.44
6,653.84
4,365.08
5,231.26

Car-Car
241.45
10.99
5.43
0.49
0.06
1,984.52
312.49
2.81
2.54
1.36
0.24
2,804.76

DVSL
Car-Truck
3.28
0.39
2.30
0.32
0.03
1,918.33
122.17
0.65
0.26
0.16
0.06
1,115.45

Truck-Car
6,092.06
8,604.34
7,786.82
4,618.62
2,790.50
4,055.76
4,695.98
5,644.85
5,159.63
4,130.81
2,748.92
3,314.29

0-20
20-40
40-60
60-80
80-100
>100
0-20
20-40
40-60
60-80
80-100
> 100

1,912.78
945.56
308.07
26.71
1,100.28
2,857.46
1,093.98
135.54
30.74
8.69
2.05
29,191.6

979.91
64.31
12.52
5.00
2,445.45
7,867.05
121.84
0.53
7.71
5.22
0.32
16,252.1

7,669.24
17,785.55
14,337.91
5,707.92
5,125.09
6,805.51
5,445.74
7,123.91
6,717.13
6,153.54
3,915.26
53,494.6

479.10
470.86
30.76
0.16
628.55
1,375.99
234.02
1.40
0.74
0.42
0.11
675.01

0.81
56.88
0.10
0.03
611.72
3.80
0.70
0.17
0.06
0.05
0.02
0.03

4,782.70
5,385.62
4,186.80
3,157.30
2,353.81
3,254.98
3,774.09
4,171.73
3,600.24
2,819.02
2,212.29
3,240.63
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